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W H O L E N U M B E R , 1669.

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

J.

W . SCHEU REM’S

F.

W. R O Y ER , M. B .

SHAVING PA RLO R,

Practising Physician,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

TRAPPE, P&. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic HalL

Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

Y. W E B E R , H . » . ,

M

S econ d D oor A b ove R a ilr o a d .

Practising Physician,

-pg-ENRY BO W ER,

EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Honrs : Until 9
a. m.; 7 to# p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.

V e te rin ary S u rg e o n ,
COLLEGEVILLE, P A .

B . H O R N IN G , M.

s.

Bell ’Phone 23 x.

Practising Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

S. POLEY.

E.

Contractor and Builder,
j

H . HAM ER, M. D .,

H om eopathic Physician.

TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

COLLEGEVILLE, P A. Office Honrs : Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

HAVE YOU

HEADACHE-

A. K.RUSEN* ML D .,

4 0 9 Cherry Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
HOURS, 8 to 9
T elhphohbs, Bell 301-x
Keystone 169
2 to 8
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
Oollegevllle Office ’Phones : Keystone, No. 6,
_______________ _ _ _ _ _ _
Bell, 30-1.

H

arvey l

L etters B lu r ?

PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT.
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
310 H igh S treet, P o ttsto w n , P a
jy j- N. BARNDT,
*

. sh o m o ,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,

*21 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, FA
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
Both’Phones.

T J E R B E R T c . MOORE,

A tto rn ey-at- L aw ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
805 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone’Phones.
_ H 4*

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR FO R ALT. K IN D S O F

Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. JRgr SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
8-6

c

HARLES M. BARNDT,
a r c h i t e c t

,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Plans and spécifications carefully prepared
2-7.
Patronage solicited.

jyj-AYNE R . LONGSTRETH,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroser Build,

ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Hong Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
A lso member of the Montgomery Oonnty Bar,

q j

S. G. FIN K B 1N E R ,

Real E state and Insurance
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

J O S E P H S. KRATZ,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Q

L. EVANS,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

K>¥0 ¥ 0 ¥ 0 ¥0 ¥ 0 0 ¥ 0 ¥ 0 ¥<

The Flag That
Made the Song.
S tory o f the Original “ Star
Spangled Banner.’*
•* 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 0 8

KS. GEORGIANA HUNTER,
granddaughter of the Colonel
George Armistead who com
manded Fort McHenry when
A tto rn ey-at-L aw ,
the British bombarded it during the
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
•war of 1812 and when Francis Scott
Will be at his branch office In Odd Fellows' Key wrote “The Star Spangled Ban
Building, C o l l y g b v i l l b , P a., every evening
ner,” recently told a New York Sun re
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 5.
porter what she knew about the history
1-25.
of the original flag.
J O H N S. HUN SICK ER,
This banner, she says, was the pri
vate property of her grandfather. Colo
nel Armistead, and has descended to
Justice o f th e P ea c e,
her only brother, Eben Appleton of
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and New York. He has placed it In a
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.
Broadway trust company’s^ vaults, but
refuses to disclose his address or to
R T H U R G. A SH ,

rpH O M A S HALLMAN,

M'

Justice of th e P eace,
Real Estate and General Bnsiness Agent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased, Money
8-16
loaned.

D

R . FR A N K B R A N D R E T H ,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)

D EN TIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

D

R . S. D . CORNISH ,

DENTIST,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered. -Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

T

“ in v is ib l e ”
BIFOCAL LENS.

he kryptok

Nothing has stirred the optical world like the
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without cement. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.

A. B . P A R K E R , O p ticia n ,
210 DbKALB STREET,

F.

NORRISTOWN.

8 . KOONS,
SCHWENKSYILLE, PA.,

Slater and R oofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct

E :» W A R D DAVID,
P a in te r an d
P aper-H anger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. M V Samples of paper
always on hand.

frankly ambitious and looks with
disfavor ou her husband’s desire to
bury himself in the Supreme Court.
Her goal is the White House and
her fitness for the place is apparent.
She has kept open house here for a
few seasons and her days at home
are always attended by crowds of
frieuds. She has not attempted to
entertain on the scale of the Fair
banks, but a dinner invitation to
“the Tafts” is something for even
the socially elect to boast of. The
and after completing his work here dinner may be less splendid thau
he will goto Murray Bay, Canada, at the Vice President’s, but the
AMERICAN FLAG NO TOY.
to spend the summer with his Secretary is such a genial host and
Patriotic Docision of Customs Board family until September when he Mrs. Taft has so much social skill
Against Japanese Importers.
starts on his trip to the Phillipines. that the guests never go away won
Under no circumstances Is the Amer The report that there has been a
dering if they will not be expected
ican flag to be regarded as a toy, ac
cording to the board of United States weakening in the Taft boom is not to deliver some votes in payment
general appraisers. The board decided credited by bis friends here who for the meal. Washington bas'never
on Jan. 31 last that Takito & Co. of declare that the popular Secretary been so prosperous as since the
Chicago and other Japanese importers is more popular than ever and that
coming of the Roosevelts, and all
cannot bring in the stars and stripes
under the toy schedule of the DIngley his prestige will be greatly in those who have something to sell
creased when he returns from the here are quite naturally hoping that
tariff.
The flags In the test case were made Phillipines after having personally whoever becomes President it may
of silk and were not over an inch and directed the first efforts at self
be some one who can keep up the
one-half in length. The collector of
government
of
the
Pillipinos.
If
social and commercial boom that the
customs at Chicago exacted duty on
should be that he will under city is enjoying.
the flags at the rate of 50 per cent ad
valorem under the provision In the tar take diplomatic negotiations with
One of the most interesting Gov
iff for “manufactures of silk.” The Japan this also will add to bis repu
ernment
reports received lately is
importers asserted that the flags should tation in this country. So confident
be admitted at 35 per cent as toys.
that
of
the
Health Department at
In his decision General Appraiser are his friends that he will get the
Sharretts says, “We do not think that nomination they are letting his Panama and deals with the mos
the American flag, however diminutive, boom rest awhile and the active quito question which is such a vital
is commercially, commonly or nation work will not be undertaken until
one in that section. It is proved
ally regarded as a plaything for chil
dren, and we find that the flags In dis December when the National Re now that malaria and yellow fever
publican Committee meets and can be conveyed only by the mos
pute are not toys.”
when Mr. Taft will have returned quito and that neither is contagious
Pyrotechnicology.
from bis trip to the Orient. It is in the ordinary sense of the word.
“They’re off in a bunch,” said the
aid that the President does not The health department on the Isth
sporty red light as he saw a little fel
low light a pack of firecrackers at once. favor active work in the campaign mus carries on a perpetual warfare
“It’s all up with us!” said the sky before next Fall believing as Gen against the insect and wheu the
rockets as they went whizzing Into the eral Clarkson has said, that “early
canal is completed it will be due as
air.
booms often die a-booming” but that much to the discovery of the cause
“Go chase yourself!” said the pistol
Mr. Taft is still his favorite there of yellow fever as to digging. The
to the nigger chaser.
“One good turn deserves another,” can be no doubt even though it is so prolonged dry season and the com
chirped the pinwheel.
persistently rumored that the affec
De Tocqueville’s Vision.
“You carry a big wad with you,” tion is lessening. All such reports parative lateness of the season in
The Americans will become one of smilingly spoke the giant firecracker to
the canal zone have been especially
it is easy to see, emanate from the favorable to the mosquito and the
the greatest people of the world. They the old musket.
will cover all North America. The
I can’t kick,” rejoined the broken opponents of the Administration department is now going for them
continent which they Inhabit is their musket.
and may be taken with much salt.
with deadly explosives. Heretofore
domain. It cannot escape them. So
"I don’t care much for th at roman
There is probably no more popu oil on the water in breeding places
in the midst of the uncertainty of the candle. He’s too sporty. He’s got too
future there is at least one event many high balls In him,” said another. lar man in Washington thau Secre has been sufficient, but dynamite is
which is certain. At an epoch which
‘He’s no match for me,” whistled the tary Taft and though the city is now being used to blow out the
we can call near the Anglo-Americans piece of punk as he noticed the boy voteless it is always keenly inter
channel of sluggish streams that
will spread from the polar ice to the hopelessly searching throngh his pock
ested in the Presidential possibil the tide may be swifter and the
south seas. — Alexis de , Tocquevllle, ets for a sulphur stick.
1835.
'You’re full of hot air,” slangily said ities. Nearly all Presidents are waters forced along. In the Bas
some one to the balloon.—Sunday Mag unpopular here, perhaps on the Chispo the whole mouth of the
Hamilton’s Home Marked by D. A. R. azine.
theory that no man is a hero to his stream has been blown out to in
To Identify to the present and future
valet or that distance lends enchant crease the flow into the Chagres
generations the New York city home
The Declaration at Ticonderoga.
of Alexander Hamilton while he was
At Ticonderoga, N. Y., the Declara ment. An active President with and all of the workmen who can be
secretary of the treasury under Gen- tion of Independence was proclaimed reform ideas cannot help seeing the spared from the canal work are en
eral Washington the Daughters of the to the portion of the army stationed sadly mismanaged Departments of
gaged in tearing out the vegetation
American Revolution of the Washing there. Says a contemporaneous writer:
ton Heights chapter have placed a “On Sunday, July 28, 1776, Immediate the Government which are right in the stream and aloDg its kanks
bronze memorial tablet on the pillared ly after divine worship, the Declara under his eyes every moment and and removing obstructions in the
tion of Independence was read by he generally starts out to reform river itself.
porch.
Where there were
Colonel S t Clair, and, having said, them / much to the disgust of the
‘God save the free and Independent Department clerks who form a large cascades or falls over the solid rock
A MEMORABLE FOURTH.
dynamite has been used to open the
states of America,’ the army manifest
The Surrender of Vicksburg as Seen by ed their joy with three cheers. ‘I t was part of Washington’s population passage sufficiently wide to prevent
General Frederick D. Grant.
remarkably pleasant’ adds the narra Cleveland was heartily disliked in the permanent pools of water above,
My greatest celebration of Independ tor, “to see the spirits of the soldiers the Distriet and his name was an and where there are shallows the
ence day occurred when a boy of so raised after all their calamities, athematized at the Capital for- the
channel is narrowed and its banks
thirteen at the surrender of Vicksburg. The language of every man’s coun
I had gone with father, who on the tenance was, “Now we are a people: eight years he was here. During confined by rough stone work. I t
afternoon of July 3 held a conference we have a name among the states of the McKinley Administration there is claimed that health condition^ in
with General Pemberton within a few this world.” ’ ”
was no activity in social life owin the zone are better than ever before
hundred feet of the rebel lines, and I
to Mrs. McKinley’s ill health and and the percentage of disease has
was deeply Impressed with the solem
Declaration Day.
the lack of gayety at the White run from 93 to 1.01, due it is be
“Adolphus,” said Dorinda,
nity of it all. But the spectacle of the
Leaning on his shoulder,
House. This made it hard for the lieved to favorable climatic condi
surrender on the following day was
"Dost know tomorrow Is the time
a scene that cannot be adequately de
merchants and real estate people tions aud improved housing and
F or lovers to grow bolder
And to declare their passion deep In and detracted from the President’s
scribed.
feeding conditions of the employes..
words or tuneful lay?
During the siege there had been a
F or ‘tis Declaration day, Adolphus, popularity. President Roosevelt is
good deal of friendly sparring between
Declaration day.”
more actively disliked than any
the soldiers of the two armies on pick
IT PAYS TO TAKE CARE.
of
the later Presidents except
et and where the lines were close to
Very Imposing.From
the
Springfield Republican.
gether. All rebels were dubbed “John
“How was It Dr. Knowit got such perhaps Cleveland. It was Roose
nies,” all Union troops called “Yanks.” a big fee from Talkative?"
Facts about the livestock busi
velt who inaugurated housecleaning
Often “Johnny” would call, “Well,
“Because when he was called to at in the Departments by which many ness have been brought out in con
Yank, when are you coming Into tend Mrs. Talkative for a slight nerv
town?” The reply was sometimes, ous trouble he told her she had an superannuated and inefficient clerks nection with the Denver convention
“We propose to celebrate the Fourth acute attack of inflammatosy verbos were discharged. And worse than of the livestock growers of Colo
of July there.” Sometimes It would ity.”
this he won the dislike of those who rado. Its chief feature appears iu
be, “We always treat our prisoners
“Well?”
remained in office by increasing the exhibit of high-grade animals,
with kindness and do not w ant to hurt
“And recommended absolute quiet
them,” or “We are holding you as pris as the only means of averting parox their working day one half hour. this marks the fact that the old
oners of war while you are feeding ysms of cacaothes loquendl. She'
This was the unforgivable sin and order in the livestock business is
yourselves.”
since that date small applause fol passing and something new is tak
scared dumb.”—Baltimore American.
The Vicksburg paper, which we re
lows the mention of his name at the ing its place. In the old days the
ceived regularly through the courtesy
An Accomplished Youth.
theatre or in the lecture room or his business was conducted by men
of the rebel pickets, said prior to the
"Well, Freddie, I suppose you have
Fourth, in speaking of the “Yankee” learned to read by this time?”
appearance at those places or on the who ran great herds on the plains.
boast that they would take dinner In
street. Perhaps the same result The cattle were then of a poor
“Yes,” said Freddie.
Vicksburg that day, th at the best
“Words of one syllable,’eh?”
would follow the election of Mr. grade, and the losses each winter
recipe for cooking a rabbit was “First
“Not yet, sir,” said Freddie, “but
Taft,
but as yet he is extremely from exposure were enormous.
catch your rab b it” The paper was can read words of one letter with my
popular
here and if his nomination The Dew order calls for small
printed on the plain side of wall paper
left eye.”
and the last number was Issued on the
depended on the District he would bunches of cattle instead of vast
Fourth, announcing th at we had
A Hard Lesson.
be chosen of all the candidates so herds, winter feeding and shelter
“caught our rabbit.”
Bobby’s Uncle—Well, Bobby, what far mentioned. He is well liked to prevent loss from exposure, and
According to agreement, white flags are you learning in school? Bobby—
were displayed along the lines to pre I’m leamin’ what a chump I was for among the newspaper men and in high-grade animals instead of wild
vent unnotified troops from firing. At ever startin’ in.—New Orleans Times Congress he has few if any personal steers of Texas breed, which once
the appointed hour the garrison of Democrat
enemies. Mrs. Taft, too, is gener covered the open ranges. In the
Vicksburg, colors flying, marched out
ally regarded with approval as a new order there is more labor, but
of their works and formed line In
Remember this—th at a very little
front, stacked arms and marched back needed to make a happy life.—Marcus future mistress of the White House. the experts argue that the profit
In good order. Our whole army pres Aurelius
She is a pleasant faced woman of will be large, and that the business
ent witnessed this scene without cheer
about forty without any “society will maintain a much greater popu
The hour which gives us life begins
ing. Logan’s division was the first to
manners” or snobbishness. She is lation of stock growers.
march In, and the flag of one of the to take it a wav.—Seneca.

different times that the flag Is not now
and has not always been In the pos
session of the national government.
Mrs. Baker explained this by saying
that the flag was presented to Colonel
Armistead by the government after
the fight. Mrs. Hunter says that the
flag was the private property of Colo
nel Armistead, having been presented
to him by a committee of fifty Balti
more citizens a few days before the
conflict When he saw the British
fleet approaching, he threw It to the
breeze.
'Colonel Armistead was a brilliant
officer,” Mrs. Hunter said. “He was
graduated at West Point as a second
lieutenant In 1799, became a captain in
1806, major In 1813, brevet lieutenant
colonel In 1814. After his defense of
the fort on Sept 12, 1814. he was made
a colonel.
“My mother was bora In the fort
some time before the death of the
colonel, which occurred on April 25,
1818. She was named for him Georglana.
“I remember playing under the flag
as a girl. Its history since the fight is
one mainly of the occasions when it
was exhibited. The last of these was
at the sesquicentennial celebration of
the city of Baltimore In 1880.
“It was also exhibited at the Cen
tennial exposition at Philadelphia in
1876 and I think at some celebration
connected with the Old South church
in about 1875 under the auspices of
Commodore Preble. But I forget the
raising of the flag at Fort McHenry
in 1825 in honor of the visit of General
Lafayette.
“The disposition of the flag at my
brother’s death Is problematical. He
may leave it to the Peabody Institute
In Baltimore or to a museum In Wash
ington.”
Neither Mrs. Hunter nor her brother
nor her sister is connected with any
Revolutionary society, although they
all take interest In patriotic affairs.
Eben Appleton, the owner of the flag,
lives In Manhattan borough and is well
to do. He keeps his address a com
plete secret, however, and is regarded
as something of a recluse by his
friends.

ONE STAB HAS BEEN SHOT AWAY.

talk about the flag, having been much
annoyed on account of his heirloom all
his life.
When the fort was being bombarded.
Key went to the British frigate Mlnden, one of the bombarding fleet, un
der a flag of truce. On his way back
to Baltimore the next morning he saw
the starry flag still flying over the
fort. That sight inspired him to write
the national ode.
Mrs. Hunter has a picture of the
original flag, which shows it to have
been an unusually large garrison flag,
about thirty feet by forty. It has
fifteen stripes, as all the national flags
had at that time, one stripe for each
state.
The stars are well pointed, being
fifteen In number, except that one has
been shot away by a shell. Aside
from this rent and another at one cor
ner, also made by a shell, the flag is
In excellent condition.
Mrs. Hunter differs with her sister,
Mrs. George Livingston Baker of New
Brighton, N. Y., somewhat as to details
in the history of the flag.
Some surprise has been expressed at

regiments of ms division was the nrst WASHINGTON LETTER.
to float over the courthouse. Our sol
diers were no sooner inside the lines
than the two armies began to frater From Our Regular Correspondent.
nize. Our men had had full rations
Washington D. C., June27,1907.—
from the time the siege began to the
close. The enemy had been suffering Secretary Taft has returned to
toward the last, and I saw our men Washington and will settle down to
taking bread from their haversacks work on the mass of material that
and giving It to the enemy they had
so recently been engaged in starving has accumulated during his trip to
out. It was certainly the most impress the West and his visit to the Presi
ive Fourth of July I ever spent, al dent at Sagamore Hill. He came
though It was not the most Joyous one. here direct from New Haven after
—Major General Frederick D. Grant in
attending the Yale commencement
New York Herald.
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TERM S — 91.00 P E R YEAR
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CHURCH SE R V IC E S.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church
Oaks, Perklomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P,
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church
Audubon, 10.46 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
tng at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior C
E. at 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. D.f pastor. Sunday
School at 8.45 a.m. Preaching every Sunday at
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
meeting at 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are
most cordially invited to attend the services.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
muniou,< First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for
the coming Sabbath will be as follows: At
Trappe—Preaching, 2.80 p. m.; Sunday School
at 1.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, at 10 a. m.
At Limerick—Preaching at 7.45 p.m.; Sunday
School at 9 p. in.: C. E. meeting at 7.30 p m
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia: 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown.
7.46,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

H om e and Abroad.
—July 4, 1907:
—The one hundred and thirtysecond anniversary of the
—Signing of the immortal Dec
laration of Independence.
—Let not the patriotism of our
forefathers be forgotten.
—For special reading matter
pertinent to the great pational holi
day, see pages 1, 4, and 5, this
issue of the I ndependent.
—There is no grain in shock this
Fourth in this quarter.
—An enemy is not half so danger
ous as false friends who run when
the fight begins.—Florida TimesUnion.
—Henry Charles, of Chester
Springs, entered upon his duties as
the new station agent at Gratersford, Monday.

A firecracker exploded in the
M ammoth Straw berries.
hand of young John Holland, of
N. G. Umstead, the trucker of
Norristown, split open two fingers, Sch wenksville, has preserved in
burned his hand and set fire to his alcohol seven strawberries that
clothing.
fill a quart fruit jar. They are the
—To be widowed on Wednesday largest and finest strawberries ever
and become the mother of a son the brought to the attention of the
next day was the lot of Mrs. John writer.
Franklin Dicus, whose husband
Finger Injured.
was killed in a fall at the Scott
Works, Reading.
Last Thursday engineer Burns
Mrs. Thomas Shuler, of Geiger had the end of the fourth finger of
town, was bitten in the hand by a his left hand crushed while working
dog, and the head of the animal was at one of the big engines at the
then cut off and sent to a Pasteur power plant. Dr. S. B. Horning
institute to learn whether it was dressed the wound.
afflcted with rabies.
In Camp.

Company F., N. G. P., of Norris
town, camped along the Perkiomen,
near the Collegeville Mills, Satur
day and Sunday.
Chick With Four Legs.

A thriving chick with four legs
is a freak on the premises of C. A.
Wismer, the well-known farmer of
near Gratersford.
Com m union Service.

Communion service at Trinity Re
formed church, this borough, next
Sunday morning at 10 o’clock. Pre
paratory service Saturday afternoon
at 2 o’clock.
Lawn Festival.

The Ladies’ Aid Society of Trin
ity church, this borough, will hold
a festival on the church lawn on
Saturday evening, July 20.
Price of Milk for July.

The executive committee of the
Philadelphia Milk Shippers’ Union
has fixed the wholesale price of milk
for July, 1907, at 4 cents per quart,
liquid measure.
On a Trip Through the Middle W est.

Ella I. Rambo, of Philadelphia,
formerly of Lower Providence, is
on an extensive trip through the
middle West, visiting friends in
Chicago, Farmington, Illinois, and
Des Moines, Iowa.

Festival a t Evansburg.

Large Award Affirmed.

An ice cream festival will be held
in the grove surrounding old St.
James’ church, Evansburg, Satur
day evening, July 13. An enjoyable
time for all. Music will enliven the
occasion.

One of the largest verdicts ever
recorded in a personal injury suit
in the Federal Court, Philadelphia,
was affirmed Monday, when Judge
James B. Holland filed an opinion
refusing a motion for a new trial in
the case of Francesco de Cesare,
who through Attorney Joseph
Rodgers recently obtained a $15,000
verdict against the West Jersey
and Seashore Railroad Company.
De Cesare was a victim of the
Thoroughfare wreck near Atlantic
City, and as a result suffered per
manent injury which forever pre
vented him from following his pro
fession. Following the verdict a
motion for a new trial was made on
the ground that the verdict was ex
cessive.

Physician Honored.

Dr. Mary M. Wolfe, resident
physician of the women’s depart
ment of the State Insane Hospital,
at Norristown, has been appointed
by Secretary of State Root to repre
sent the United States Government
at the International Congress on
Psychiatry, Neurology, Psycology
Pastor W eds.
and the Nursing of Lunatics, at
Rev. George R. Riffert and Miss Amsterdam, Holland, September 2
Helen S. Rhein, daughter of Eugene to 7.
Rhein, of Reading, were married at
the home of the bride’s parents last
Bear Story.
O bjections Filed to Increased
Thursday evening by Rev. George
This is a Huntingdon county bear
Schaum, of Port Clinton: The. story:
Tax A ssessm ents.
Last Thursday Calvin
bridegroom is pastor of the United Trossle, residing on a farm between
At a special session of court,
Evangelical charge at Zieglersville, Graysville and Pennsylvania Fur Monday, with Judges Swartz and
Trappe and Limerick.
nace, had his cows grazing in a Weand on the Bench, the Philadelfield at the foot of the mountain. puia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.
Mr. Oambly In Town.
With the cows was a small calf appealed from the assessment on its
Harry W. Dambly, of the Skip- which proved to be a square meal coal storage plant at Abrams. The
pack Transcript, left the German for a huge bear which came down assessment has been raised from
Hospital, Philadelphia, where he off the mountain and in a short time about $4000, before the improve
was operated upon for appendicitis, bad it completely devoured. It ments were made, to $115,000. Mr.
beginning of last week, and was first squeezod it to death and then | Wilson, land agent of the appellant
| company, testified that the assess
the merry guest of Mr. and Mrs. feasted upon it.
ment was not fair because not based
F. Scheuren, of this borough, on
upon
the market value. It was his
Thursday. The scribe is glad to
Station Agent Resigns.
opinion that this property could not
say that Mr. Dambly looks very
Wilson Slonaker, who has served likely find a purchaser at a public
well.
for the past six years as agent at sale. It is of value only to the
the station of the Perkiomen Rail present owners because of the re
Will Lecture a t M ennonite
road in this borough, has resigned lation of this company to the P. &
Schoolhouse.
his position. His successor is A. R. R. It was shown that the plant
Dr. Charles C. Ellis, of the Uni
E. Bortz, of Zieglersiville. Mr. cost about $347,000 exclusive of the
versity of Pennsylvania, will de Slonaker was engaged with the
liver a lecture in the Mennonite Company for many years, having excavating done.
The appeal of Wm. H. H. Harri
schoolhouse, near Yerkes, on Sat served as station agent at Ironurday evening, July 13, at 8 o’clock. bridge prior to taking up similar son, of Cheltenham, was next heard.
Mr. Harrison is the owner of a
The lecture, to be given under the
duties here as successor to B. F. magnificent estate consisting of 64
auspices of the Crescent Literary
Steiner. May success attend him acres. The property was formerly
Society, will be well worth hearing.
in his future undertakings.
assessed at $225,000. The last
Admission 20 cents.
assessment was $350,000.
Learn to Swim.

It is of the utmost importance
that boys and girls who go the
Perkiomen to fish, boat, or bathe
should promptly learn to swim.
George Barrett, the lad of 12 years,
whose life was recently saved only
the
prompt action of Emil KlausBitten by a Dog.
felder, is now taking swimming
Wm. Keel, of Providence Square, lessons of Hoy Stoner, who is an
was severely bitten on both hands expert swimmer.
recently by a strange dog which he
tried todrive away when it attacked
Law in Relation to Vinegar.
is poultry. Mr. Keel is now under
The
law of 1901 in relation to
special treatment to avoid hydro
vinegar
clearly provides that no
phobia.
vinegar shall be sold or exposed for
T reasurer of Political Com bination sale as apple or cider vinegar which
is not the legitimate product of pure
M akes Report.
apple juice, or vinegar not made ex
R. H. Innes, treasurer of the
clusively of said apple cider, or
Roberts-Bean faction of the Repub
vinegar in which foreign substances,
lican party in this county, has filed drugs or acids shall have been in
his account. It shows the expendi troduced, as may appear upon
ture of $2643.33 and unpaid bills proper test.
amounting to $579.54.

An O bject Lesson.

It isn’t safe to stand off the tax
collector too long in Pennsylvania.
Roy F. Evans, a young man of
Reynoldsville, Jefferson county,
who had persistently refused the
payment of taxes assessed against
him, was given an object lesson in
law the first of the week when he
was brought to Brookville by Tax
Collector William Copping and
lodged in jail. This is the second
time in the history of the county
that such a measure has been re
sorted to.
Note from Port Arthur, Texas.

In a note from Port Arthur, Texas,
Milton E. Rambo reports hot
weather with a continual fine breeze
from the Gulf, “ which makes this
semi-tropical country an ideal place
to live.” Mr. Rambo further says:
“Targon fishing and alligator hunt
ing is one of the leading sports and
I have to date captured seven alli
gators since my arrival here on
January 14, 1907. The largest one
caught measured four feet, eight
inches. They catch some very large
ones here at times, and several
weeks ago there was one captured
in Alligator Bayou, at this place,
that measured eleven feet.”

The W hite Cap and Gown.

A resident of Montgomery county,
Miss E. G. Comer, of Consbohocken;
was a member of the graduating
class of the Philadelphia School for
Nurses, of 2216 Chestnut St., Phila
delphia, Pa., this year. She took
an earnest part in the great work
the school is doing, and fairly won
the right to the White cap and
gown that are the badge of the
successful trained nurse. Nearly a
hundred fellow students made up
the graduating class, and all these
young women were inspired with
enthusiasm and a determination to
do their part in the campaign
against needless suffering inaugu
rated by their Alma Mater. Many
prominent people took part in the
Commencement Exercises, and gave
the class hearty encouragement in
their plans for doing good. Dr. B
D. Evans, the noted expert, prom
inent in the Thaw trial, made a
strong address. A very large num
ber of nurses are constantly kept
busy among the thousands of
patients of this institution, and it is
in this work that students find
their opportunity for unselfish and
generous service. The world needs
more like them.

The Living Present.
One life is all we have to live;
Why burden any day with woe 1
It takes a moment to forgive
The injury of long ag o ;
Why waste a day remembering
Slights that may not have been in.
tended ?
Why dread the smart or fear the sting
Of blows that never have descended ?
Why let a joy unheeded pass
If we may claim it as our own ?
Why shape your lips to sigh “Alas !”
When gladness may be in your tone ?
The joys we claim with those we give
Should day by day be fairly blended;
One life is all we have to live,
And soon its little span is ended.
S. E. Kiser in Philadelphia Record.
Matrimony.

At eight o ’clock on Saturday
evening, June 29, at the home of the
bride, Miss Anna Ashenfelter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Ashenfelter, of this borough, and
Mr. George Spangler were united
in the bonds of wedlock. The cere
mony was performed in the pres
ence of only the immediate relatives
of the bride and groom by Rev. H.
T. Spangler, D. D., father of the
groom. Mr. and Mrs. Spangler left
Saturday night for Jenkintown,
where Mr. Spangler is engaged as a
draughtsman. May good health
and prosperity attend them.
At 8. p. m., Tuesday, June 25,
Miss Laura Kauffman, formerly of
this vicinity, a graduate nurse of
the Cooper Hospital, Camden, and
who served as a nurse in the
Spanish American war, was united
in wedlock to Mr. John Heinald by
Rev. C. B. Alspach, of Mt. Hermon
Reformed church, Germantown.
D am age Verdict S et Aside.

Judge Weand, Monday, set aside
the verdict of $4185 in favor of the
family of Elbridge Vaughn, an em
ploye of the Longmead Iron Com
pany in Conshohocken. Vaughn
was employed in a rolling mill and
was fatally injured. Judge Weand
says the whole case fails to show
negligence on the part of the de
fendant company. The circumstance
was a repetition of everyday occur
rence in every large industrial
plant. Familiarity with danger
breeds contempt and men accus
tomed to work amid danger take
risks rather than enter complaints.
Thé defendant company had pro
vided proper machinery and also
facilities for keeping it in repair.
The “ buggy” that caused the acci
dent in the Vaughn case from con
stant use, wasoutof repair. Vaughn
should have had the buggy re
paired in the company shop. It be
ing not kept in repair, was neglect
on the part of the employe.

—See card of John J. Radcliff,
painter and paperhanger, of Fifth
PERSONAL.
avenue, this borough.
Mrs. Allen Griffen, of Mont Glare,
—The faster a man lives the easier
was the guest of her parents, Mr.
it seems to be for trouble to catch
and Mrs. David Culp, of this bor
Now Milk M easure in EffecL
up with him.—FloridaTimes-Union.
ough, Sunday.
Factories Closed Down.
On Monday, July 1, the act “ regu
By the closing down of the four
—A vicious dog bit a piece out of
Miss Mary Bartman is spending
lating the sale of milk, skim milk
the cheek of Clauna Sack, aged 9 large glass factories in Spring City
some
time in Philadelphia as the
and cream, establishing the standard
years, of Pottstown.
and Royersford, Friday, there will of measurement, and providing for
guest of Miss Helen Hallman.
—W. W. Kline, of Springmount, be a large number of men out of the enforcement thereof,” went into
Miss Vandersliee, of Philadel
has three acres in peony plants, all work for the next two months. The effect. This act makes it unlawful
phia, is the guest of her brother, J.
six stove foundries also closed their to sell milk in Pennsylvania “ac
in bloom—over 20,000 plants.
M. Vandersliee, of Fircroft.
plants thus throwing upwards of cording to any other standard of
—W. F. Ohl, of Wehr, is the 1000 men out of work for several
Miss Edna Boston and Mr. Ed
measurement than that known as
champion poultry raiser in that weeks.
DEATHS.
ward
Riesner, former students of
Home Dedicated.
the liquid or wine measure, con
section, having 400 chicks, 124
Ursinus were in town on Sunday.
Washington
Reaver,
of
near
Mont
Bishop Prendergast, of Philadel
taining two hundred and thirty-one
ducks and 116 turkeys.
Clare, died suddenly of hemorrhage
Dr. Volmer Preached.
Mrs. T. Baker, of Philadelphia,
cubic inches to the gallon.” The phia, laid the corner-stone Sunday
last
Thursday at the age of 54 visited friends in this vicinity last
—Harold Keim, a Pottstown boy,
Dr. Volmer, of the Theological penalty for violation of this .law is of an addition to the William and
has not missed a day at school for department of the Reformed church, “a fine of not less than twenty-five Mary Bryce Home at Port Kennedy 1years. Mr. Reaver had helped to week.
six years.
filled the pulpit in Trinity church, dollars, with costs of prosecution, and also dedicated the completed mow a load of hay. When he re
Walter Everett, one of the em
turned to the barn floor be became
—A swarm of bees has taken this borough, Sunday morning. Dr. or undergo imprisonment not ex buildings. A thousand Catholics
ployes
at the power plant, is off
ill and died within a few minutes.
possession of the belfry at the Volmer and family will remove to ceeding thirty days, or both, at the from the surrounding country and
duty
on
account of a sprained wrist.
Philadelphia were in attendance. A widow and two children survive.
Ohio next month, where he will discretion of the court.”
Union church, Shoemakersville.
Mr. H. H. Scott, of Philadelphia,
The additional building is being The funeral was held on Monday at
represent UrsiDus College in the
—Don’t worry about what the
was
the guest of Col. and Mrs. J.
2
o’clock.
Interment
at
Green
Tree;
Reformed Theological Seminary at H ouse Struck by Lightning——Horse erected by the Society of St. Vin
world thinks of you. The world Tiffin.
M.
Vandersliee
at Fircroft, Sunday.
undertaker
J.
L.
Bechtel
in
charge.
cent de Paul for its country week
and Cows Killed.
has several billions of people to
Mrs. Wm. Allen and son, of
During the shower, of Wednes work among poor Catholic children
think about.—New York Times.
Elmer H., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Doctors Entertained a t Skippack.
day of last week the house of of Philadelphia. The farm on which John Neilson, of near Trooper, died Philadelphia, are spending the
—Found unconscious from sun
summer with Joseph Robison and
Dr. and Mrs. J. Newton Huns- Ulysses M. Godsball, of Skippack, it is situated was donated a few
stroke in a field, Daniel David- berger gave a reception on Wednes was struck by lightning. The bolt years ago by Mrs. Mary Bryce, Friday evening of ptomaine poison family.
heiser, of near Pottstown, is in a day evening of last week, from 8 to descended to the first floor tearing widow of a wholesale commission ing, aged 8 years. Two other sons
Miss Nora Smull is spending
of Mr. and Mrs. Neilson were
critical condition.
11, at their delightful home, “ Lone things up considerably. Several merchant of that city, who, although similarly affected and narrowly es some time with Miss Jennie Burns,
—William Heacock, of Schwenks- Pine,” Skippack, to the members of weeks ago the barn of Andrew T. not a Catholic, was much impressed caped death. The funeral was held of Roxborough.
ville, was robbed of $10 and a gold the Montgomery County Medical Grater, of Skippack, was struck by with the extensive charitable work Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock. In
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Bender,
ring in Pottstown Saturday night.
Society and their wives. The host lightning and destroyed. During quietly done by the Society of St. terment at the Lower Providence of Washington, D. C., were recent
Vincent de Paul. The new structure
—Fifteen to twenty carloads of and hostess were assisted in re Wednesday’s storm a bolt of light will accommodate about230children. Presbyterian cemetery; undertaker guests at the Bridge Hotel.
ceiving
by
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard,
ning
killed
one
of
his
horses.
At
Mrs. May Smith, of Philadelphia,
J. L. Bechtel in charge.
ice are shipped to Philadelphia
is visiting her father, Dr. Henry
daily from the ice-houses of the Dr. and Mrs. Wolfe and Dr. and Mrs. Jeffersonville, three cows belong
Bergey, all of Philadelphia. About ing to Jacob Rickie were killed by
$100 REWARD. $100.
Perkiomen Valley.
Peter Miller died at his residence Bo.wer.
one hundred guests thoroughly en lightning and the house of Charles
The
readers
of
this
paper
will
be
pleased
Francis Krusen left last Thurs
in Limerick township, near Linfield,
—Rev. Snooper—“How will we joyed the hospitality of Dr. Huns- Shearer was struck.
to learn that there is at least one dreaded [ Friday evening, aged about 58 day for Atlantic City where he has
get the men to attend church reg berger and his good wife.
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s I years. The cause of death was an secured a position for the summer.
ularly?” Deacon Hardhead—“Pass
Long Live the King!
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known attack of pneumonia. The deceased
S. M. Horstick and Miss Hugha law prohibiting it.”—Boston
is the popular cry throughout European to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a was a farmer by occupation. His son, of Philadelphia, visited Mr.
The Charming Woman
constitutional
disease,
requires
a
constitu
Record.
countries ; while in America, the cry of the
is not necessarily one of perfect form and
day is “ Long live Dr. King’s New tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is wife and five children—four sons and Mrs. Jerome Bordner and
—The Relief Association of the features. Muny a plain woman who could present
Discovery, King of Throat and Lung Reme taken internally, acting directly upon the and one daughter—survive.
family, Saturday and Sunday.
serve as an artist’s model possesses dies !” of which Mrs. Julia Ryder Paine, of blood and mucous surfaces of the system
Reading United Traction Company never
those rare qualities that all the world ad Truro, Nass., says : “It never fails to give thereby destroying the foundation of the’
George Livengood visited" his
has been in existence for ten years mires : neatness, clear eyes, clean smooth immediate relief and to quickly cure a disease, and giving the patient strength by
skin, and that sprightllness of step and .cough or cold.” Mrs. Paine’s opinion is building up the constitution and assisting
parents
at Douglassville, on Sun
A Memorable Day.
and has a surplus fund of $10,000.
action that accompany good, health. A shared by a majority of the inhabitants of nature in doing its work. The proprietors
One of the days we remember with pleas day.
have so much faith in its curative powers
—Mrs. Benjamin Fritz, 91 years physically weak woman Is never attractive, this country. New Discovery cures weak that
they offer One Hundred Dollars for ure, as well as with profit to our health, is
not even to herself. Electric Bitters restore
and sore throats after all other reme
Miss Schurch, of Port Clinton re
old, of Angelica, is helping her son weak women, give strong nerves, bright lungs
one on which we became acquainted
dies have failed ; and for coughs and colds any case that it fails to cure. Send for list the
with
Dr.
King’s
New
Life
Pills,
the
painless
of
testimonials.
Address
F.
J.
CHENEY
turned
home Saturday after an ex- V
eyes,
smooth,
velvety
skin,
beautiful
com
at haymaking, and handles the rake plexion. Guaranteed at J. W. Culbert’s, it’s the only sure cure. Guaranteed by J. & CO., Toledo, O. Sold by all druggists, 75c. purifiers that cure headache and biliousness,
W.
Culbert,
the
druggist.
50c.
and
$1.00.
tended
visit
to Dr. and Mrs. Josep
as rapidly as much younger “girls. ” the druggist. 50c.
aad keep the bowels right. 25c. at J. W.
Trial bottle free.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. Culbett’s
drug store.
Culbert.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
July 4th. The Port Kennedy Band ana tne lions, ror wnatever reftstTu, jp U B L IC SALE OF
will attend this meeting in a body stopped roaring just as Victor Hugo
FRESH COWS!
On Monday evening a horse of and play the national anthems. was in front of their cage. His com
Charles Teal, of Philadelphia is Norman Detwiler which was tied to Next to God, our country; next to panion, a minor poet named Pelleport,
Thursday, June 27.
drew his attention to thè fact. “Mas
Four persons were killed and five spending a few weeks with My. and
a post at the station became fright country, our firesides; next to our ter,” he whispered, “the lions recognize
badly injured by the collapse of a Mrs. John Beeler.
firesides, square and fair dealing you and hush their voices. The king
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
ened at the train, tore loose, and with our neighbors, our fellow men,
seaffold a t San Francisco.
DAY, JULY 11,1907, at Perkiomen Bridge
of
beasts
is
silent
in
the
presence
of
the
Hotel, 30 fresh cows, with calves, and
Miss Amelia Keyser, who at ran off. The wagon was turned up and the world will be the better for
W illiam H. Gwlnner,, aged 80 y e a rs,
of E aston, Pa., w as overcom e w ith th e tended the commencement exer side down and the horse tore out of our living in it, and if righteous king of men.” Victor Hugo bowed and springers, direct from Centre county.
I will have another lot of
the m atter over in his mind. Gentlemen,
beat and died sh o rtly a fjjrw a rd .
ness exalteth a nation, then will turned
choice cows in size, shape and milk and
cises
at
Pennsburg
Seminary
last
the
shafts
of
the
wagon.
Then,
after
meditation,
he
said:
“Pelle
Oliver M. Dennett, th e 'N e w York
butter producing qualities to please you.
that exaltation be on hand.
port, that was a happy thought of Come and look them over and put in your
Itock broker, who pleaded guilty to week, returned home on Saturday.
On Tuesday a runaway horse be
Mrs.
Walter
Voorbees
and
family
Couldn’t you w rite something bids. The highest bidders are the bosses
receiving stolen goods, was sentenced
Mrs. Rugg, of Philadelphia and longing to Mr. Espenship ran of Coatesville is visiting her par yours.
at my sales. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi
about it?” And Pelleport wrote a son tions
to five years’ imprisonment.
by
J. W. MITTERLING.
net about it, and the fame of the mas L.H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
William H. Hazlet, of Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Grater and through the village and was caught ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young.
ter
stood
on
a
higher
pinnacle
than
daughter
Hazel,
of
Trappe,.
spent
at the wheelwright shop. Very lit
and Representative Andrew B. Hitch
Mr. Washington Reaver, con
cock, of Tioga county, were appointed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. John H. tle damage was done.
n iJ B L I C SALE OF
tractor and builder, died suddenly ever.
And finally there was the case of Du
Inspectors for the Pennsylvania state Casselberry.
at his home on Mont Clare'Heights, mas,
of whom it may almost be said
Miss Elizabeth Ashenfelter has Thursday, of hemorrhage from over
insurance department a t a salary of
FRESH COWS!
Mr. Edwin Whitney, of New returned from Millersville Normal exertion, as he had been assisting a that his whole life was an advertise
$1600 a year.
ment.
Some
one
once
said
of
him
that
Friday, June 28.
York City spent Sunday with Rev. where she graduated on Wednes neighbor to get his hay in. Mr. his vanity was such that he was capa
The Wisconsin senate by a vote of
Will be sold a t public sale on TUES
F. S.' Ballentine and family.
day of last week and Miss Alice Reaver was the son of Jacob and ble of getting up behind his own car DAY,
JULY 9, 1907, at Ellis Butt’s Black
t to 21 killed the two-cent railway fare
Ellen Reaver, who were old-time riage in order to demonstrate th at he Rock hotel,
25 fresh cows, with calves,
Chamberlain
came
with
her
and
Miss Hannah Hessler, of Royersfriends in the olden days when had a negro footman in his service. and springers,
bill. • ■
direct from Rockingham
A woman and four children were ford is spending a few days with will spend a few days in this Port Providence was young. Mr.
Virginia. I will have a lot of
He certainly did many things almost county,
burned to death in a fire which de
cows
of
superior
quality — good sizes,
Reaver is survived by a widow, a as absurd as th at in his restless pur
village.
Mr. and Mrs. David Anderson.
shapes, and big milk and butter producers.
stroyed a laundry at Almonte, Can.
son and daughter to mourn his loss, suit of reclame. One of his delights Farmers
having fat or bologna cdVs to
Mrs. J. Louis Kline, of Philadel He was buried in the family lot in
President Roosevelt promoted Al
Miss Florence Miller, of Phila
will notify me by postal or otherwise.
was to clothe his noble porportions In sell
fred S. Hartwell from associate to
phia,
is
spending
her
vacation
with
Sale
at
2
o’clock. Conditions by
the Green Tree cemetery, Monday. a uniform and to embellish the uni
delphia, is spending a few weeks
WM. GARTLAND.
chief justice of the supreme court of
Mrs.
Reaver
was
the
daughter
of
her
parents
in
this
place.
form with decorations to which he was W. McFeat, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
with Mrs. Champlin.
Honolulu.
Comrade Williams, deceased, and is not
entitled. He even went so far as
Edward Ramsey, of Philadelphia,
a most estimable woman. We ex himself to design the uniform in which
POSTPONED PU B L IC SALE OF
was killed at Wilkes-Barre by a heavy
tend our sympathy to the bereaved he fought—or, rather, did not fight, for
FROM OAKS.
Jottings From Limerick.
beam falling on him while a t work on
family.
he arrived after the fighting was all
a railroad depot.
Mrs. I. R. Weikel and daughter
Grain and Grass!
Geo. Schutt and family spent Sun May
George Devinney fell while wheel over—in Garibaldi’s army, and he
In an effort to have the two-cent fare
have returned to their home,
Will
be sold at public sale on SATUR
achieved
a
tremendous
advertisement
ing
coal
and
sustained
a
fractured
law declared unconstitutional, the B. day in Reading.
and both are not enjoying the best
JULY 6, 1907, on the premises of
rib. The doctor in attendance by conducting a well known actress to DAY,
fe O. Railroad company has filed an
of
health.
Mrs.
Weikel
was
taken
the
subscriber
in Limerick township, threeScblichter & Plattelberger are re
a court ball to which she had not been fourths of a mile southeast of Limerick
equity suit at Uniontown, Pa.
ill on her way to Ocean Grove, thinks George is not able to work.
Square, two fields of wheat, containing 15
painting H. F. Stauffer’s store and where she and her daughter pro
Saturday, June 29.
The heavy rains caused the water invited. He got another advertise acres
each. About 30 acres of timothy
A receiver has been appointed for the residence.
posed spending a few days. Miss in the Perkionpen to be muddy and ment by allowing himself to be sued grass—good and clean—in lots to suit
for nondelivery of a feuilleton. He purchasers. Sale positive at 2 o’clock p.
Marquette Mutual Life Insurance com
May
Weikel
has
not
fully
recovered
Postponed sale of grain and grass from an operation performed on her, bass fishing is no good just at the was utterly in the wrong, and he lost m. Conditions by
pany of Chicago.
present time.
GEO. W. KOCHERSPERGER.
his case, but he kept the court in roars
George Wade is under arrest at Nor on Geo. W. Kochersperger’s farm and it was thought a season at
H. Peterman, auct.
Mr. Jesse C. Davis and wife were of laughter while he explained his lit F.
folk, Va., on the charge of fatally on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Ocean Grove would be a benefit to
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
6-27
erary methods and the nature of the
shooting his father-in-law, during a
her health. While en route Mrs. visitors to Oaks, Thursday evening. distractions
which had interfered with
The post office inspector has re Weikel was taken sick and was ad
family row.
William Beard, of Phcenixville,
O O » PASTURE.
While playing with fire crackers, 6- quested that all the boxes in the mitted to the Methodist Hospital at was a visitor to town last week. the fulfillment of his contract. But
Good pasture for horses or cows by
the best of all his advertisement was the week
year-old Constance Gabrin set fire to office here be kept locked.
or month on the farm on Grange
Philadelphia.
The
Albright
family
held
a
re
attained
when
the
announcement
ap
Avenue northwest of Eagleville, % mile
her clothes, in New York, and was
Mrs. J. Howard Dilts of Hope- union at Mr. S. Howard Yocum’s, peared th at M. Alexandre Dumas from Ridge Avenue; good running water
H. F. Stauffer has purchased a
burned to death.
shade. Inquire of Jos. P. Moore, on
J. E. Hulton, who shot and killed number of dry powder fire ex well, New Jersey, is visiting friends Saturday, and though the weather would write the last chapter of a forth and
the farm, or
W. H. MISSIMER,
coming
romance
sitting
In
a
shop
win
was
inclement
there
was
a
goodly
here.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dilts
resided
Sam Parker; a well-known football
6-6-3t.
535 Stanbridge St., Norristown.
tinguishers.
dow,
for
all
the
world
to
see
how
it
attendance.
here for many years, and to renew
player, at Huntsville, Tenn., was sen
tenced to 10 years’ imprisonment
The surveyors have removed her old acquaintanceship she came
Miss Kelly and Mr. George Bech was done. One can understand that
oes
on to visit the friends of former tel of Media visited Mr. Bechtel’s that sort of advertisement would suit
Charles A. Press, 6 years old, their headquarters to Pottstown.
Your gasoline engine need attention
the
authors
who
are
also
interested
in
while playing in his home in Philadel
days.
parents, Mr. and Mys. Henry L. the sale of hair restorers. They al or repairs ? If so, I can puteither in good
shape. Saws and lawn mowers sharpened,
phia, tripped over a bucket fell on his
Mr. an d , Mrs. F. C. Stauffer and
Claude Stoll and family occupy Bechtel, Sunday.
most owe it to the public to exhibit bicycles repaired; repairing and grinding
head and died of a fractured skull.
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Geo. the house once occupied by Mr. and
I will call for your work.
Mrs. Jacob Kramer, of German themselves in this way, killing two of all kinds. SAM
Monday, July 1.
CEIL J. GRIFFIN,
Mrs. Dilts.
town, was the guest of Mr. and birds with a single stone. But for the
The Allentown-Bethlehem, Pa., turn Rahn, near Pottstown, Sunday.
R. D. 1, Phcenixville, Pa.
Mrs.
H.
L.
Bechtel,
Thursday.
author
of
“Monte
Cristo”
to
do
it
was
’Phone,
521M,
Phcenixville.
5-16.
pike will be freed of tolls, at a cost of
James Faith, of Pottsville, visited
Wm. Kline returned home from
surely
the
ne
plus
ultra
Of
the
comedy
$20,400.
Perkiomen
last
week,
and
he
and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Detwiler and
In a dispute over a delayed letter, the Kutztown Normal School last John C. Dettra went to Philadel child, of Norristown, and Mr. of log rolling.
HEN YOU WANT TO BU Y
A. J. Word, postmaster at McBean, week.
OR SELL REAL ESTATE
phia in Mr. Dettra’s automobile in Archie Smoyer, of Philadelphia,
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
Ga., was fatally shot by W. W. McElvisited Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Well Trained.
Morris and Aaron Freed, of Roy- one hour.
we
will
certainly be pleased to give your
murray.
Old Lady (improving the occasion)— inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
That \<?as a dandy thunder shower Smoyer, Elm Glen, Sunday.
The plant of the Brubaker Cattle ersford, and Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim
in doing business with you the
Samuel Detwiler, ■of Norristown, Ah, my poor man, you would not be in succeed
Powder company, a t Lancaster, Pa., Leidy, of Zieglersville, were the we had over here, Wednesday.
ours, not yours.
this position if you had received an loss is
There
was
not
sufficient
rainfall
to
was
a
visitor
in
Oaks,
Sunday.
BROWN,
CLOUD & JOHNSON,
was destroyed by fire, entailing a loss recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
early training in some trade or call
39 E. Main Street,
settle the dust at Mont Clare, and at
of $20,000.
My
old
friend
Mullin,
born
in
Norristown, Pa.
Albert Drace.
Keyser’s mill. Hail as large as Lumberville, now of Phcenixville, ing. Tramp—Don’t you tork too sud
Returning to her home at Chase
den about wot you don’t know nothin’
Robert Smith and Mr. Smiling, of peas fell and the lightning played attended the ceremonies attending about, missus. No trainin’, indeed!
City, Va., Mrs. Tunstall found the
o r sa le.
house in flames, her 3-year-daughter Philadelphia, and Mrs. Samuel T. many odd pranks. The lightning the corner stone laying of the new W’y, I was in prison afore I was four
3 acre farm, $1500; 20 acres, $1900; 20
burned to death and its colored nurse Miller of Norristown, were the struck a small maple tree on the home of St. Vincent de Paul, Sun teen.—London Mail.
acres, $2100; 54 acres, $3500; 100 acres,
trunk of the tree just below where day. Bishop Pendergast officiated.
missing.
$7500; 65 acres, $6500; 76 acres, $6500; 67
acres, $4000; and many others. If you
Trying to jump o n the hoisting car guests of the Rogers’ families, Sun the limbs formed, shattering the There was a large attendance.
Tactfully Put.
want to sell your farm, residence or hotel,
trunk
of
the
tree
to
the
ground,
in
riage after making a mistake and get day.
to
Fourteen automobiles came up to He—Who is that plain lady? She— send descriptionTHOS.
Valley Forge park.
ting off at the wrong landing, William
B. WILSON,
Miss E. B. Kline and friend Har
Valley Forge, Sunday afternoon, That is my mother. He—Oh, I beg 4-25.
Babalski tumbled down Bellevue shaft,
Eagleville, Pa.
Saturday
wasabadday
all
around.
pardon!
I
didn’t
notice
the
resem
vey T. Linderman spent Sunday A disagreeable mist between show and on their return made a pretty
at Scranton, Pa., and was killed.
blance.—London Opinion.
Tuesday, July 2.
with her brother R. K. Kline and ers, and it is supposed the sun has dress parade out the King of
o t ic e .
Prussia road.
President Roosevelt has accepted the family of Norristown.
The school-tax and borough-tax
been attacked with another spell of
If you would be a good judge, hear duplicates
of the borough of Collegeville
resignation of W. R. Willcox as post
Hurrah 1 for the Glorious Fourth what every one says. — Portuguese
sun
spots.
The
cornfields
are
so
are now in the hands of the undersigned,
master of New York.
Miss Marne Scblichter, of Phila wet the corn cannot be cultivated, The Young People propose cele
collector. All persons who shall pay the
Despondent and out of work, Wal delphia, visited her parents, Sun and that farmer who has his crib brating Fourth of July in picnic Proverb.
taxes charged against them before Sep
ter L Latham committed suicide near
tember 1, 1907, shall be entitled to a dis
style.
Would
invite
the
I
ndepen
full
of
corn
of
last
year’s
crop
is
a
day.
o r sa le.
count of 5 per cent.
Ambler, Pa., by drinking poison.
dent boys, but have no invitation
lucky
man,
for
that
will
be
about
all
A market wagon, with removable
JOHN H. BARTMAN,
One man was killed and a dozen
glass front, all in good order. Will be 6-27.
the crop of corn he’ll get this year. myself.
Collector.
others injured by being struck by a
sold
cheap
for
want
of
use.
Apply
to
The
hay
crop
will
be
a
large
one,
Item
s
From
Trappe.
JAMES R. WEIKEL, Trappe, Pa,
train at the Carnegie steel plant at
and if the grass is permitted to
Jam estow n Exposition.
O ST !
Youngstown, O.
stand
it
will
make
more
tons
to
the
Sunday night, between Detwiler’s
The Luther League will hold an
Because Miss Minnie Phatum refused
The
committee
representing
the
Press
o
r
s
a
l
e
.
blacksmith
shop and the residence of J. R.
acre.
A good hay tedder; only sold because Landis, U pper Providence, a sum of
to marry him, Magnus Thompson shot ice cream and fruit festival on the
League oi Bucks and Montgomery Count
we
have
another
on
the
side
delivery
The Miller-Weaver house is going ies, Pa., having visited the Jamestown rake. Also a one-horse Aspinwall potato money. Finder will be rewarded by re
and fatally wounded her and then lawn of the Lutheran church on
turning money to
THIS OFFICE.
up slowly.
killed himself, at Blackbrook, Wis.
Exposition, recommend the following sprayer.
B. F. EVES;
Saturday evening, July 27.
Carl Pohlig, court conductor of the
Fircroft,
Harry Orchard is a keen cut all- places of special interest and amusement 6-27.
Mrs. William Kramer, of Congo, around liar, and his testimony is as on the grounds that should be visited :
Royal Opera of Stuttgart, has been
or rent.
A part of a house—seven rooms—and
engaged as conductor of the Philadel Berks county, is spenning a few variegated as the different kinds of Philippine Reservation—showing habits
or sa le.
Air-tight steel cans with screw tops stable, on Second avenue, Collegeville.
phia Orchestra, to succeed the lat
and customs of the Filipino in native
days with Mr. and Mrs. Stephen trees in an ordinary orchard.
Apply
to
of about 40 quarts capacity. Can be used
Fritz Scheel.
costume.
A. H. TYSON, Collegeville, Pa.
to
advantage
for
many
purposes.
Apply
Tyson.
Wednesday, July 3.
We hear the G. A. R. will go for 101 Ranch—Wild West show—Indians, to
G. F. CLAMER,
Governor Hughes called an extra
The Lutheran Sunday School will Sheatz with a cheese knife. That cowboys, etc. Exhibition every after Office of Gas Company. Collegeville, Pa,
o r sa le o r ren t.
session of the New York legislature for
plank in the Democratic platform
noon and evening.
A fine summer residence at Woxall,
picnic
at
Sanatoga
Park
on
Satur
which says the State pension to the Streets of Cairo—Oriental customs and
July 8.
Montgomery county. Also for sale sev
o r sa le.
day,
August
10.
eral
fresh
cows. Apply to
The Casino building on the bluff
Pennsylvania soldiers could have costumes, camel riding, dancing, etc.
Twelve h. p. Otto special electric
B. ALBRICI, Woxall, Pa.
lighting engine with switchboard and 70 5-30.
overlooking the James river at New
been
paid
if
not
for
the
extrava
Ferari’s
Animal
Show—$100,000
trained
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Mathieu en gance of the Republican party, has
light
dynamo.
Can
be
seen
running.
port News, Va., was destroyed by fire
animal aggregation, consisting of 250 Price $450. Apply to
tertained friends from Philadelphia, a true meaning. Governor Stuart
ANTED.
Loss $16,000.
lions, jaguars, leopards, tigers, pumas,
G. F. CLAMER, Collegeville, Pa.
A young girl for light housework
Spontaneous combustion among fire Sunday.
might give the soldiers a check on hyenas, bears, wolves, etc.
in small family during summer months.
works caused a fire in Minneapolis
Huston,
Sanderson
et
al.,
for
the
Merrimac
and
Monitor—a
spectacular
il
Apply to
MRS. GEO. E. HARE,
o r sa le.
Mrs. Robert Merrifield and son money. That might be one way out
which destroyed a four-story buildin:
Trappe, Pa.
lustration of the historic naval fight in
A boarding stable business; building 6-20
Edward
have
returned
from
a
visit
40x90,
3
stories
high
on
lot
60x90.
contain
and caused a loss of $150,000.
of the hole.
Hampton Roads during the Civil War.
ing
21
stalls
filled
with
good
paying
boardThe first national bank of Hicksville to relatives in Scranton, Pa.
OSITIONS W ANTED.
We have been over about every Battle of Gettysburg—cyclorama.
Will be sold for what building and
0 ., has been closed by drection of the
Two Philadelphia boys, about 17
Battle of Manasses—cyclorama.
bear
investigation.
ground
cost.
Will
place
of
interest
in
Valley
Forge
Commuuion service at the Luth
years old, and willing to work, wish posi
comptroller of the currency, and a re
THIS OFFICE.
Deep Sea Divers—illustrating how men Apply at or address
park;
mowed
weeds,
bush
grass,
tions near together. Apply at
eran church next Sunday morning etc., cut brush, grubbed stumps,
ceiver appointed.
work at the bottom of the sea.
5-23.
THIS OFFICE.
Princess
Trixie—the
most
highly
educated
at
10
o’clock.
Service
Sunday
examined every flat stone which
s t a t e n o t ic e .
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
horse
in
the
world.
Estate of Reuben Landis, late of
evening at 7.45. Preparatory ser stood on edge, and was at last re
ANTED.
Providence township, deceased.
The Latest Closing Prices In the vice on Saturday at 2.30 p. m. The warded for our search in finding Paul Revere’s Ride—illustrating a story Lower
A middle-aged woman for light
All
persons
indebted to said estate are re
known
to
every
school
boy
and
girl.
Principal Markets.
the graves of two Revolutionary
quested to make immediate payment, and house work; good wages and a good
sermon
Sunday
evening
will
be
of
a
Destruction
of
San
Francisco—
showing
home;
two
in family. Apply to
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR dull;
those having legal claims against the
soldiers in Little Round Top, who,
A. RIMBY, Collegeville, Pa.
winter extras, $3.40@3.60; Pennsylva patriotic character.
how the “golden gate” city was de same will present them without delay, in
tradition
says,
died
with
the
small
nia roller, clear, $3.75@4; city mills,
proper order for settlement, to
stroyed by earthquake and fire.
SOPHIA LANDIS, Executrix,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rushong, pox.
fancy, $6.40@6.60. RYE FLOUR firm;
ANTED.
Pharoah’s
Daughter—a
beautiful
illusion
6-20.
Collegeville, Pa.
per barrel, $4.60. WHEAT firm; of Spring City, were the guests of
A young man to work on delivery
The
Rev.
Mr.
Ripple
will
create
illustrating
a
biblical
story.
No. 2 Pennsylvania, red, 95%<8>96c.
wagon and board with employer. Apply
CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, local, F. B. Rushong and family, Sunday. quite a ripple at Valley Forge on
to
331E. MARSHALL ST.,
s t a t e n o t ic e .
61c. OATS steady; No. 2 white, clip
Fourth of July, by proposing to
Norristown, Pa.
Estate of Oscar W. Hunsicker, late 6-27.
ped, 51c.; lower grades, 49%c. HAY
celebrate
the
Fourth
of
July
in
the
O.
P.
•Shellenberger
and
Mr.
E.
LITERARY LOG ROLLING.
of Upper Providence-township, Montgom
steady, a t $23.60@>24 for large bales.
ery county, deceased. Notice is hereby
PORK quiet; family, per barrel, $20.50. G. Brownback and sons visited old-fashioned way. There will be a
G. A X . F . SAYLOR,
that letters of administration upon
flag raising, speeches patriotic by How Some Famous Authors Sought to given
BEEF steady; beef hams, per barrel, Pottstown, Monday.
said estate have heen granted to the un
$23@24. POULTRY: Live steady;
Advertise Themselves.
patriots. The Patriotic Order Sons
AGENTS FOB THE CELEBBATED
dersigned. All persons indebted to the
hens, 13®13%c.; old roosters, 10c.
of
America
have
been
invited
to
at
estate
will
make
immediate
settlement,
The
examples
cited
by
Francis
GribRaymond
D.
Saylor
has
opened
Dressed firm; choice fowls, 13%c.;
those having claims against the same
old roosters, 10c. BUTTER steady; ex the Wiilard building, nearly opposite tend. The old water wheel used at ble in his article on “The Comedy of and
them without delay to
the forge long before the Revolution, Literary Log Rolling” in the Strand will present
tra creamery, 27c. EGGS steady; se
C. D. HUNSICKER, Administrator.
lected, 18%@20%c.;
nearby, 17c.; Sipple’s store, with a supply of when Evans, Walker and Williams Magazine arouse some suspicion as to R. D. No. 3, Royersford, Pa.
5-2.
southern, 15@16c. POTATOES steady; acetylene gas fixtures.
owned about all the land in and their absolute authenticity, but are
old, per bushel, 20@25c.; new, $1@3
Valley Forge, not including amusing enough whether true or not.
per barrel, as to quality.
Rev. Mr. Bright, of Norristown, around
Jug Hollow, will be on exhibition. Sainte-Beuve increased the circulation J O H N J . RAOCLIFF,
BALTIMORE—WHEAT steady; No.
2 spot, 94@94%c.; steamer No. 2 spot, delivered a good address at the The old dam was located half-a-mile of his books by Insisting upon fighting
85%@85%c.; southern, 85% @ 92%c. missionary meeting at the Reformed above where the new dam has been a duel in the rain with an umbrella Painter and Paper H anger
CORN firm; mixed spot, 60@60%c.;
built. The exercises will be held over his head. Gerard de Nerval used FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
steamer mixed, 56%@66%c.; southern, church, Sunday evening.
67®60c. OATS steady; white. No. 2,
at the new stone building erected to be seen in the streets of Paris lead A fall line of wall pape and paint for sale.
60®60%c.; No. 3, 49@49%c.; No. 4, 47
Mrs. John Weikel, spent Thurs by Mr. Hippie, near the bridge that ing a lobster by a string. Mme. Kru- Your patronage solicited.
@47%c.; mixed, No. 2, 47@47%c.: No.
3, 46@46%c.; No. 4, 45@45%c. BUT day in Norristown visiting her son crosses the Valley Creek at Valley dener, the author of "Valerie” and the
Forge, a building about every one friend of Alexander I. of Russia, made
TER easy; creamery separator extras, William Weikel and family.
24%c.; held, 20@21c.; prints, 25@26c.;
when asked what building that was the fortune of her novel by calling at
Maryland and Pennsylvania dairy
Both are among the very best fencing on
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Schrack going up no one appeared to know, all the Paris shops and asking for va
prints, 18@19c. EGGS steady; fancy
the market and for cheapness and durability
Maryland and Pennsylvania, 16 ® and son spent Sunday in Pottstown and don’t know yet according to rious articles of dress “a la Valerie.”
cannot be excelled. For particulars apply to
16%c.; Virginia, 16@16%c.; West Vir visiting Newton Kline, cashier of some people. An opportunity will Of Victor Hugo and of Alexandra Du
- 7 LEAVES —
J. G. <ft V. P. SAYLOR,
ginia, 16c.; southern, 15@15%c.
be given to see the old water wheel mas the elder the following stories are
the
Pottstown
National
Bank.
Near Eagleville, Pa.
tijat
was
used
when
King
George
told:
Live Stock Market*.
Nor was. the great poet ashamed to
R. D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone, 45-M.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
The sneak thief who visited the ruled the land and Penn fathered
3 2S-3m.
For Glen Island
CATTLE steady; choice, $6.30@6.60;
this part of the King’s domain. roll his log even a t a funeral. He seized
prime, $6.10@6.30. HOGS steady; prime premises of Daniel W. Schrack Rev. Mr. McDermott, of the Pres the opportunity at the obsequies of
1EVERY EVENING and SUN- j
heavies, $6.25; mediums and heavy early Tuesday morning after the
DAYS. Round trip, 6 cents.
byterian church at Port Kennedy, one of his own sons. I t happened th at
TONE FO R SALE.
Yorkers, $6.56; light Yorkers and pigs,
J. H. BARRETT.
Good building stone. Apply to
$6.60@6.85; roughs, $5®6.50. SHEEP rain had better buy his own feed in will deliver an oration in the church on the way to the cemetery the proJOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa.
slow;
prime wethers, $5.25®6.40: the-future. The fellow was tracked. of the Village the Sunday following I cession passed a traveling menagerie,
lunba. *2(318: m l oajvaa 6707.60.
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SH O R T ST O R Y A N D M IS C E L L A N Y

ETIQUETTE OF THE FLAG.

A WOMAN’S QUICK EYE.

By C. L. Hammond, Secretary Illinois
United States Flag Association.
When President William McKinley
was assassinated six years ago, thou
sands of loyal Americans raised flags
a t half mast over their places of busi
ness and let them fly by night and by
day until they wore out. They un
doubtedly thought they were showing
fespect to McKinley’s memory, but
they were not showing proper respect
to the flag. The United States govern
ment displayed at that time its flags at
half mast from sunrise to sunset from
the president’s death until his burial.
The government regulations provide
that on the death of a president in of
fice its flag shall be displayed a t half
mast only one day.
In memory of the 350,000 Union sol
diers' who lost their lives during the
civil war, on May 80, Memorial day,
each year the United States displays
Its flag at half m ast at all army posts,
stations and national cemeteries from
sunrise till midday. Immediately be
fore noon a dirge is played by the
band, or field music, and the national
salute of twenty-one guns Is fired. At
the conclusion of this memorial tribute
a t noon the flag is hoisted to the top
of the staff and remains there until
sunset. The idea is that the national
ensign is too sacred an object to be
long in mourning for any man or num
ber of men, no m atter how exalted
their rank.
The flag reversed, with the union
down, Indicates distress. The flag on
anything but a fort, actually besieged,
should never be displayed between
sunset and sunrise.
When the flag Is to be displayed at
half mast, it is lowered to that posi
tion from the top of the staff. I t is
hoisted to the top before It is finally
lowered.—Washington Post.

THE

FOURTH

AT SANTIAGO.

A Naive Prayer.
Ju st before the indecisive battle of
Monmouth in the Revolutionary w ar a
brigade chaplain in Washington’s army
is said to have offered up this unique
prayer:
“O Lord of Hosts, lead forth thy
servants of the American army to bat
tle and give them the victory; or, if
this be not according to thy sovereign
Will, then we pray thee stand neutral
'and let flesh and blood decide the Is
sue.”—H arper’s Weekly.

Lit Brothers

Tears Not Idle.
“My doctor tells me a good cry is
beneficial.”
The second woman, opening her
purse, displayed a first class return
ticket to Europe.
“A good cry gained me this,” she
said.—New York Press.

Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

ft------

Receiving a new truth is adding a
new sense.—Liebig.

usually
result
from
playing
around
windows
or
upon
floors
of
drafty unevenly heated rooms.

STORE CLOSE8 DAILY AT B P. M

Mid-SummerClothingSale
M en ’s S ilk L in ed S e r g e S u it s

Hot Water and Steam
Systems

Actual Values $18.00 & $20.00

warm evenly
and'
genially
the
entire house
—no cold rooms
or
ID EA L Boilers and
A M ERICAN Radiators
hallways.
ONE o r T H E VERY
B E ST BO ILERS ON
T H E M ARKET.

H

^ h a 'n ^ ^ f d ^ b ^ u d f i d l v ufun’J L “? 1w f?c£u^ r - i uj!.ts wLth 1111 th* season’s latest style touches,
up to
b tlf l y tallore(1 & finished. Perfect fitting garments, In sizes 34 to 42; stoats
New two & three-button sack coats; also smart double-breasted styles • half aiik u s
mohair lined. Low cut vests, with or without collars! p T top S o b e rs

Special Sale of Sm art Outing Suits
The Famous “WERNERMADE”
708 Broadway, New York City.
With the demand for Outing Suits, Just beginning, come
these exceptional values in one of the best known makes
on the market.
They are the new long cut single & double-breasted
styles, with wide lapels ft well shaped shoulders Peg
top trousers, with cuffs ft belt straps.
Light weight cheviots, homespuns, tropi
cal worsteds ft serges—the very latest ef
fects. Half or quarter lined coats.

The undersigned will furnish and erect
ID EA L B O ILER S and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
F R E E D BO ILER S — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fittere’ Heater Company
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of 8team Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

$12.00 $ 7 5 (] \ $20.00 « I 7
Suits
Suits * I *
$18.00 $ 1 rt
Suits - - 1 U
Suits ^ i O
Boys’ AINWool Serge Suits

J . H . BO LTO N ,
4-4.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

I

I
T

Newest style Norfolks, with bloomer trousers; also mannish doublebreasted suits, with straight trousers. Fine tailoring ft trimmings Allwool navy blue serge.
6

H

I

gj

E

E

J

is always to get the best. Most peo
ple realize this' when they buy Jewelry
they like to feel that whatever they
get is the best of its kind. That’s why
we keep only the best Jewelry.

Main Arcade, First Floor.
For Boye of 4 to 16 Years.
Good grades galatea, cheviot, linen crash and duck. Full c u t stronelv
sewed; patent waist band.
”
“*

We’ve all sorts of staple and fancy
articles in silverware and diamonds,
and all other precious stones in a
variety of plain and elaborate settings.
Watches and clocks. Everything the
best.

BOYS’ WASH SUITS Made to Sell at $2.00 $ |
Sizes 3 to 10 Years.
-M.
Several shades of chambray ; also striped galatea, madras ft cheviots
Plain or trimmed; sailor or Russian blouse styles. Full cut blouses ft
bloomer trousers.
Second Floor.

L IT B R O T H E R S ^

f|

J

50c Wash Knee Pants

:L IT B R O T H E R S :

J. D. S A L L A D E ,

'J f

Jeweler and Optician,
EO. A. W E N R It’K ,

---- U S E

C U L B E R T ’S ___

||

D IA R R H O E A M IX T U R E 1
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :

»

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

\

{

-2 CANVAS SHOES;?-

i

And Oxfords for Women and
Children.

j
*
rs •

Common-sense Shoes, $1.50 and $2.00.
BUY H E R E AND SAVE MONEY.

N orristown, P a .

FRANK W. SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker • Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.

Meals to order: eatables famished at all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cteam, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.

Stoves,

Ranges,

H ot A ir F u rn a c e s,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
T in R oofing a n d S p o u tin g D on e

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

H. L. NYCE.

Insure Your Horses

w ith B e st Q u a lity M a terial.
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
Castings and Fire Bi icks Supplied. Jobbing
promptly attended to.
44.

60 YEARS*

P atents
T rade M arks
D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s 4 c .

A nyone sending a sketch and d escrlptlsn m ar
quickly ascertain o u r opinion free w hether an
invention is p robably p atentable. Communications strictly confidential. H andbook on P atents
sen t free. Oldest agency fo r securing patents
P aten ts ta k e n through M unn -& Co. receive
special notice, w ithout charge, in th e

SABELOSIY’S SHOE STORES,
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general store.

a s AND 138 H . MAIN ST .,
can set GOOD SERVICEABLE
SHOES for Men, Women and Children
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
00 all purchases of $1.00 or more.

X#

In DRY GOODS, GROCER- ft#
IBS, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED ft#
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you ftF
will And what you want at the
right price.
^

8

Ready-made Pantaloons and 3 $
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s ^
Boots and Shoes are among the ft#
specialties.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, ft#
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Gents’ Furnishing Gsods in
variety.

COLLEGEVILLE. PA.

Insures Against Fire and Storm,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000.
Offic« o f th « C o m p a n y :
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTEROLF,

Scientific Jfntcrican.

H. W. KRATZ, President,

A hani^om oly illu strated weekly. L argest cir
culation o f any scientific iaurnal. Term s. *3 a
year; fo u r m onths, $L Sol® by ail new sdealers.

Norristown, Pa.
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B ranch Office, 636 F
W ashington. D. c . *

N o rristo w n , P a.

i
n
i
-- W h en in N orristow n - i
i In making your purchases at m
---- IT WILL ---FENTON’S STORE. Years of
1 experience
enables the proprietor ft#
P A Y Y O U 11 toto buy,
know just what to buy, how
and how to sell the thou- VF
---- TO VISIT-----sand and more articles kept in
1 stock
in a thoroughly equipped ft#

CHAS. A. SABELOSKY,
against loss by death from disease or acci
dent In the L O WE R P R OVI DE NC E
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 10-11.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
»ERKIOMEN VALLEY
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
M utual F ir« In au ran e« Co.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
o f M ontgom ery C ounty.
A p p r a ise r s:
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBISON. Collegeyille.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
W. E. BEAN, Trooper, j
E X PE R IE N C I

16 E. M ain ML

— DEALER 1ST —

Com Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

True Love.
Tom—But perhaps she doesn’t love
you. Jack—Oh, yes, she does. T o m How do you know? Jack—When I
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
told her that I had no money to get an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and
shall spare no effort to meet the füllest
married
on
she
offered
to
borrow
some
The Largest American Flag.
expectations of those who will entrust me to
To hang in the great court of the from her father.—Philadelphia In serve
them.
postofflce department In Washington a quirer.
taF
1Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
flag will soon be made which it is be
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 6-2
The Habit of Nervousness.
lieved will be the largest in the world.
“What an extremely nervous woman
I t will be sixty feet long by about
thirty-five feet wide. The thirteen red Mrs. Tompkins is, isn’t she?”
J ^ R S . M. E. VANDERSLICE’S
“I hadn’t noticed it, my dear.”
and white stripes ,wlU be nearly three
“Then'you
haven’t
been
paying
atten
feet wide each. The cost will be $200.
E A T IN G H O U SE ,
tion. Her^new silk skirt doesn’t stop
rustling a moment.”—Milwaukee Senti Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office
A Word of Warning.
nel.
Collegeville, Pa.
Oh, see the lovely rom an c an d le ju s t a stick w ithout aTiandle;
In lighting It we recommend
You don’t look in the business end.

Children’s
Colds

Philadelphia

WE DELIVER ALL GOODS FREE BY OUR WAGON SERVICE TO

Oxfords—4 grades and 8 styles. $1.50 to $3.00.
A Waitress Too Optimistic.
“A mistake was •made when I ate
a t this place five years ago,” said a
man to the waitress a t the lunch coun
ter in the Union depot.
“Suppose I gave you too much
money in making change,” said the
young woman.
“No, that’s not the trouble. I was
short 20 cents.”
“Well, I wasn’t here five years ago,”
she snapped as she left to w ait on an
other customer.—Kansas City Star.

MARKET
FILBERT
EIGHTH
•SVENTH

L

Fourth of July Proverbs.
Accidents will happen In the best
regulated fireworks.
A shot in the gun Is worth two In
the hand.
A little burning is a dangerous thing.
He who shoots and runs away may
live to shoot another day.
Never look a gift cannon in the
mouth.
Cannon crackers alter faces.
One good bum deserves another.
Patriotism covers a multitude of
sins.
Whatsoever thy hand findeth to shoot,
shoot with thy might.
I t’s an ill bomb that blows up no
body good.
I t’s a wise father who knows his own
child—-the day after.
Uneasy lies the head th at wears
bandages.
A living boy Is better than a dead
p atrio t
Never put off till tomorrow w hat you
can fire tonight
Celebration is the thief of time.
All’s not cold that smolders.
A good aim is rather to be chosen
than great stitches.
Insurance is the best policy.
A new bomb sweeps clean.
Dead boys tell no tales. —Carolyn
Wells in Life.

Music and Digestion.
I have often spooned up my soup to
waltz time and carved a steak, while
“Waiting at the Church” appropriately
symbolized my vexation at the delay
of the w aiter in bringing the table
sauce. But perhaps the most thrilling
experience is to eat a mutton chop to
the toreador song from “Carmen.” That
even rivals eating squash pie and
cheese to Liszt’s “Second Hungarian
Rhapsody.” There are two gastro
harmonic combinations I have not yet
met with, however, but which I live
in hopes of, meeting, as a climax to
my musical career. One Is to eat
roast goose to the vorspiel of “Parsi
fal,” the other to find honey and the
dance of Salome from the Strauss op
era in happy conjunction. Somehow I
could take a grim sort of atisfaction
in the irony of these cc :ibinations.
But I am still waiting.—Atlantic.

Trimmed Free
of Charge

¥
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Told by “Fighting Bob” Evans, Rear
Admiral U. S. N.
“The Fourth of July, 1898, was real
ly the most spectacular one I ever
witnessed,” says Rear Admiral Robley
D. Evans In the New York Press,.
“We were lying outside Santiago
harbor after the sinking of the Span
ish fleet on the 3d of July.
“I had been working hard on the 3 d
and was up all night and had retired
about 10 o’clock on the Fourth to get a
much needed rest.
“About 11 o’clock my orderly came
to my bed and, flashing a bullseye
lantern in my face, said:
“ ‘Another boat is coming out, sir.’
“ ‘That can’t be,’ I answered.
“ ‘Yes, sir. I saw her, sir,’ he reit
erated.
“By the time I reached the deck the
Texas and Massachusetts, on watch,
had their searchlights upon her, and
we read plainly Reina Mercedes. And
then began the first battle In the his
tory of the world by searchlight
“The Texas opened up her twelve
Inch guns, and the first shot struck the
Reina Mercedes broadside. Then fol
lowed a fusillade from the Massachu
setts, while the whole fleet moved up
for position In the fray.
"Then the shore batteries and forts
opened fire, and shells fell thick and
fast about us. For Fourth of July
celebration and noise, for excitement
enthusiasm and patriotism, th at Fourth
of July, 1898, stands out as the most
spectacular one In my experience.”

HATS

It Was the Means of Gaining a Fortune
at Monte Carlo.
Nearly every one who has been to
Monte Carlo has heard of “Mamma”
Viaud, a little, bent old French wo
man, a widow, who played for years.
“Mamma” Viaud played roulette each
day from morning until night. Her
beady eyes, twitching nervously, saw
nothing but the Ivory ball as it fell
into the cell. As they watched her
staggering from the gaming tables
late at night people pitied her.
H er whole soul, her life, seemed ab
sorbed in the awful desire of winning.
The old woman at times lost heavily—
for her; then she regained her losses.
For a long time she was enabled to
live and continue her feverish pursuit
of the game.
One night the old woman lost nearly
all her store. As she passed from the
table, despair in her eyes, her attention
was attracted by another wheel. She
stopped and bent over the table.
Again and again the wheel spun
around and stopped. The old woman’s
eyes sparkled. A flush suffused her
pallid cheeks.
As she left the room she clapped her
hands, and her laugh—a shrill, mock
ing chuckle—startled the gamesters as
ominous, uncanny.
“Better watch the old woman!” one
of the official lookouts told a detective.
He followed “Mamma” Viaud to her
hotel. He listened outside of her door.
There was no alarming sound. In a
short while sfie extinguished her lights
and evidently had retired.
The following evening she reappear
ed In the gaming hall. Her eyes still
sparkled; her cheeks were still flushed.
With her were several notorious game
sters. They approached a table. “Mam
ma” Viaud began to play.
She won. The gamblers, who had
loaned her money, watched. She play
ed a second time and won and a third
time and won. The gamblers looked
on amazed and saw the old woman
raking in thousands of francs.
During the evening the old woman
sat by the table, playing persistently.
Her winnings doubled, trebled, quad
rupled and piled up about her.
The management became alarmed.
A consultation was held. Special de
tectives were sent to watch her. Scores
had gathered about the table, looking
on breathlessly at her wonderful run
of luck. The detectives reported to
the management th at “Mamma” Viaud
was playing a certain combination of
numbers th at Invariably won.
One of the directors besought the old
woman to desist playing. The bank
would be broke, he declared. She
smiled and continued to play.
The director offered her $50,000 to
cease playing. He doubled the figure
if she would tell him the secret of her
success. He importuned her to take
$200,000, $250,000, only cease waging
her successful battle for gold.
Finally he offered her $300,000. Ac
cepting this, “Mamma” Viaud, gather
ing together her fortune, told him very
quietly th at in passing the table the
night before her quick eye had detect
ed th at the ball of this particular
wheel stopped a t a certain place at
regular intervals. The managers ex
amined the wheel, found th at it was
out of order and congratulated them
selves upon having compromised with
the old woman.—Philadelphia North
American.

Se c r e t a r y .

Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
day of each week; also every evening.

Dead Animals Removed
^ LJ

FREE OF CHARGE.

I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
for first-class cattle or horses delivered to
my place, than anybody else.
I pay. for stock when I get two head or
more at the same time and plaoe.
J ^ “Both ’phones—United, 629 ; Bell, U-L*

G eo. W . S chw eiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
Are you thinking of heating your house with
Steam or Hot Water ?

THE

F fiE E D

B O I L E fiS

ARE JUST THE THING FOR THIS PURPOSE. Absolutely d o better
boiler made, either in square or round designs.
The cut shown here is the style of our latest designed WATER
BOILER. This boiler has proved to be an A -l Steam as well as Water
Boiler.
Get a boiler that is made right here at home, and when you are ready
to have one put in write us or call at our plant and see them and be con
vinced that the FREED is the BEST.
We will measure your house, tell you how much radiation it requires,
what size boiler it will take, and make you out a set of complete specifica
tions for a first-class heating plant.
You can then have your steam fitter give you a price for furnishing
the plant and installing it according to our specifications, and be assured
of a plant that will be entirely satisfactory.
Every boiler installed according to our specifications is positively
guaranteed to do the work, while all our boilers are guaranteed against
any defects in manufacture.
Write for catalogue showing our various designs.
We are also equipped to do any kind of casting and machine work.

S te a m F itters’ H eater Co.
B ra n ch Office :
H o m e Office a n d W ork s :
RO YERSFORD, PA .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
B e ll ’P h o n e C o n n ectio n s.

_

■* !
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AVery Important Matter
For FARMERS to know Is where to get the B E ST C H O PPIN G done and
where to get a full line of the BEST F E E D , such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the L o w est C ash P r ic e s .
Tou will find it at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
I Lately remodeled and put In fine shape for business. Come and Inspect. We will he
| glad to see you, and su p p ly y o u r w a n ts at short notice.
Respectfully,

F J. GLAMER.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

I am fully equipped at my New
m Location,
Pike, one-third
1 mile outh Ridge
of Perkiomen Bridge,
m to serve my old patrons and In
m vite
new ones to give me a trial.
work guaranteed.
mCAlla rriages
m W agon s Bauu iltd ioB uOsinrdere ss
m a t R igh t P r ic e s.
8

HOED ON T H E R E !
1Be careful not to place your orders for
Htuilding or other Lumber until we have had
ra chance to estimate oa_ your wants. We
■are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
las to the Lumber itself and Its delivery.
|We may save you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.

Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R . H . G RATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

The clothes here boast
the distinction of having
been designed and tail
ored by creators of fash
ions in clothes.

YOST’S LIVERY
R AILROAD HOUSE

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
G ood te a m s farnlshfed p r o m p tly
a t r e a so n a b le p r ic e s.

U su a lly a lo t o t

" o rk s .

S eco n d -h a n d

V e h ic le s o n H a n d for S a le
C heap.

Our ambition grows
w ith every year. Our
hats are always good.
Now they are better than
ever.
Stiff Hats,

$1 to $5

Soft Hats,

50c. to $5

-NECKWEAR5 0

C E N

T S .

H E N R Y Y O S T , JR . that mark them entirely

Both ’Phones.

PL B« BRANDT* « Proprietor»
Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

[m s t - class w o r k , l o w pr ic e s .

W h e n in N o rristo w n , Pa..
STO P AT T H E

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----

new and “ sm art” are
here. They are also ex
clusive b e c a u s e t h e
maker of our neckwear
controls the design and
they cannot be had else
where.

R. M . R O O T ,

t5P~~ First-class Accommodations for Man

221 H ig h S treet,

and Beast.

POTTSTOWN, PA.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. G able, P rop rie tor.

|t h e

HORACE STORB
M arble

b e s t h ar ness
m ade to o r d e r

.

ibriau!
harness supplies, saddles,
I Vinter’
blankets for summer and
I kEPAJBTwne/^I,0iim8’ con»»s, brushes, &c.
I Akn ÎÎÎL®
H ARNE8S a specialty.
II Wontn K
/T . 6 F a<^e cigars. Special attendox t r a d e .

W. E. JOHNSON,
pr o v id en c e sq u a r e , pa

~~
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O LIV E H A R P E R .
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N this particular Fourth of July
a gay party from San Fran
cisco gathered at San Bruno
with music and fireworks.
They dined among the trees on the
slope of the coast line of hills.
On the lower and level side of the
road were a marshy place bordering
on a small branch of the bay and a
house belonging to the firm of Miller
& Lux, the cattle kings of that day.
This house was occupied by the herd
ers. The great ranch lay to the south
ward, and there were kept the cattle
on their way to the place where all
good and some bad cattle go.
This picnic was to be great as pic
nics go, with music, dancing on the
sward after the dinner, and reading of
the Declaration of Independence, and
then fireworks. There would be a full
moon.
Everybody was happy save Mildred
Lovejoy, and she was in a very fever
of suspense. She was pretty and knew
her scarlet dress and parasol were
both becoming. But Malcolm Burchard did not come, and he was to read
the Declaration, maybe make one.
At last there was a cloud of dust
and he was there, but with another
girl beside him. No wonder the sun
was eclipsed. Mildred went away as
soon as they were introduced, to hate
this Boston girl. Her head ached and
her dinner tasted like Dead sea apples.
And Malcolm did not miss her!
Mildred had brought the silken flag
that was to ornament the wagon where

O

S wung Hats !

The distinctive styles

" W

A F o u r t h o f J u l y S to r y b y

Fancy Vests, : $ l t o $ 5

—AND—
G -ra n ite

S

They’re made in New
York, where all styles
are born, to order and fit
and look as though the
wearer had been meas
ured for them.
Suits,
$8 to $25

THE ENTERPRISE

m MARBLE MS-

i

M ILD RED

|W.H.GRISTOCK’S SONS COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

$ 8 TO $ 2 5 .

| Union Down.

MADE IN NEW YORK.
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—AND—
We promptly obtain P . B. and Foreign

PATENTS

Bend model, sketch or photo of invention for<
freereport on patentability. For free book, f
Howto Secure
. Patents and TRADE-MARKS ’ ¡l“ '

K 0br„ * > s t ° w n
herald
Job “ ° O K B IN D E R Y . Binding,
I tag m , P*rlorating’ P»Ki“g. Number- ;Opposite U. S. Patent Office*
IHom “ B°0ks for Banks aud Business
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.
^°undS,o^!jei1 sPeciai attention. Magazines
^eaplv
repairing done quickly and
Address J£stlmates cheerfully furnished.
A d v e r tise Y on r S a le s in th e
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
In d e p e n d e n t.

G ranite
W orks,
itf 149 H ig h S t.
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
D e sig n s

and

E stim a te s F a m 

is h e d F ree o f C harge.

I f ypu have anything to
tell, advertise it in the Independent

SE IZ E S

TH E
ASMS.

OUTSTRETCHED

across the road. Lifting her eyes she
saw the flag as It was hoisted opposite.
She dropped every flower, gasping;
“It Is union down! Danger, distress,
appeal for aid! I must go. Oh, what
Is that? Cattle, thousands of them!
Oh, thank Providence, here Is a skiff.”
The girl, reared by old Marblehead,
knew the signal, knew how to row a
boat, too, and she quickly cast the
painter loose and in a moment was
pulling with long even strokes toward
the other shore.
In the general excitement of the mu
sic, the reading and oration none saw
the girl in the boat as she pulled brave
ly for the little house, but her heart
sank as she saw th a t the cold trade
wind was sucking her down between
the hills and carrying her toward the
entrance faster than she could row
across. She had the wind and tide
against her, as the tide was now ebbing
fast, and the flat bottomed boat offered
no resistance. She saw herself drift
ing toward the Jagged rocks In spite
of her frantic efforts. Then one of the
thole pins broke off short The shock
Jerked the oar from her hand, and It
went floating off. Before she could
make an attem pt to scull the boat with
the other oar she was on the rocks.
In the meantime, and In a very short
time, altogether, Mildred had seen the
young woman coming and knew that
rescue was at hand. But why was It
not Malcolm?
She saw the thole pin break and oar
go floating away. The cattle were
bumping against the old house, making
It tremble now. Then she saw the
frail boat heading toward the rocks
helplessly. She forgot the bellow
ing of the cattle and squeezed
through the door, which opened facing
the beach, while the hurtling mass of
beef was against the side. Down to
the beach in three fleet steps, and
along to the end of the point of rocks,
a hundred yards away, and Into the
foaming water up to her shoulders,
braced against the rocks behind her,
went Mildred, while the helpless boat
came swiftly along broadside. Mildred
seized the outstretched arms of the
rescuer while the empty boat went
whirling away.
The two girls struggled up toward
the safer beach, but they dared not go
completely out of the shelter of the
rocks, as the cattle were still crowding
up against the house and then, bel
lowing, plunging on up the hill to the
bluff, where they were pushed over
by those behind.
“How dared you try to cross In that
little boat?” chattered Mildred as she
tried to talk.
/
“I understand boats; but It is differ
ent where you know the shore and
wipds and tides.
Was it you who
raised that flag?”
“Yes,” replied Mildred. “Was there
no man to take your place?”
“I know no one but Malcolm Burchard, and he was away looking for
you.”
“Oh,” said Mildred, and the water
grew less chilly. The two girls held
each other closely. Mabel continued:
“I am a teacher, and came out here
to rest. I am going to be married in
the fall to Malcolm’s brother.”
“I am so glad,” said Mildred, melt
ing completely. “I am so glad for you.
But what is the m atter over there?”
“Somebody is coming to save us,”
said Mildred, while Miss Aldrich re
plied that there was no other boat.
“See!” cried Mildred. “That’s Mal
colm, and he Is going to swim! He
will be drowned!”
“He is strong and swims well.”
And then they held to each other
and watched with strained eyes for
Malcolm until he reached the shore.
Just then three herders came galloping
like mad, trying to save the rest of the
cattle, and In a few minutes they had
turned the herd. What Miller &
Lux’s herdsmen said would fill a vol
ume, but as soon as they saw the two
girls they became all gentleness and In
vited them to the ranch to get some
dry clothes.
One of them confided to Miss Aldrich
that it was tempting Providence to
wear a red dress among Texas steers.
While he was saying this Malcolm,
the dripping hero, whispered:
“Mildred, why did you go off and get
into such danger? You need some one
to take care of you, and, dear, I want
to be that one. See, here is the ring
which will make you my wife.”
“I will think It over.”
“You’ll say yes right now. I ’ve been
reading the Declaration of Independ
ence today and find I’ve a right to the
pursuit of happiness, and that is what
you mean for me.”
Then he took the cold hand, tasting
yet of salt water, and put the ring on,
and Mildred did not look angry as he
kissed it.
The three herders after looking over
the cliff held a consultation. One said
that he had always had a hankering
after Australia and guessed he’d go,
and the second said he thought he
would do well in the mines. The third
said:
“I guess I’ll stop. What the main
guys will say to us I don’t know, but 1
do know they won’t stop swearing
from this Fourth ■of July till Christ
mas. I can stand it if they can. Say,
beef will be awful cbeap for a week
or two In Frisco, eh?”

he was to stand to read and forgot she
had i t She knew only that she was
the most unhappy girl in the world as
she wandered to the gate to the ranch
which was even with the head of the
little bay.
Before she knew It she had turned
the point of the sihall bay and was
walking along on the eastern side of
it. The point of land that made this
tiny harbor was some sixty feet above
the level on the eastern side, but on
the west It sloped gently to the beach,
which faced the picnic grounds. There
Was an abandoned hut near the water,
and beyond it she noticed a line of
sharply pointed, Jagged rocks a t the
end of the point of land. W hat If she
were to throw herself Into the seeth
ing water there?
While she stood thus, a scarlet point
against the green of the grass, kept
fresh by the fogs of afternoon, a trem
bling shook the very earth, and a
sound was heard th at struck terror
into her soul. Coming on toward her
In a bellowing mass was the whole
herd of cattle, led by a great red steer
with branching horns.
There was nothing to do but ,to run
for the old house and hope she could
reach It, and hope again that the Im
pact of the onrushing cattle would not
dash it down. The door was on the
side farthest from the cattle, and Mil'dred flew around so that the big leader
missed her for a moment. This gave
her time to open the door, which hung
on one hinge, and get her back against
I t The halyards of the old flag pole
that had been used once for signaling
hung within her reach. Some persons
grow stupid and dazed under danger,
while others find their mind clear and
every faculty alive. Mildred was one
of the latter kind, so she thought of
the flag and actually remembered to
tie a regular sailor Instead of a granny
knot; then she raised it union down.
The herd was now within ten yards of
the hut, and she knew It would not
w ithstand much battering, so she
thrust her red parasol out the window
and suddenly opening it allowed the
freshening trade wind to seize It, and
one friendly puff rolled the scarlet
sunshade along up the slope. The
leader saw red and followed it, with
Our Flag.
the whole herd bellowing after him.
The flag of our country is not simply
No one on the other shore had noticed a piece of bunting, which can be pur
the stampede of the herd nor had even chased for a few dimes In the nearest
observed the absence of Mildred ex shop-; it is not a mere cluster of bril
cept Malcolip, who was seeking her ev liant colors; it is the emblem of dig
erywhere. He had loved her so long, nity, authority, power. Insult it and
and there, was a pretty ring in his millions will spring to Its defense. In
pocket that he Intended to ask her to this free land there is no sovereign,
wear, but he wished first to cover him no crown; our sole emblem of fidelity
self with glory by reading the Declara
to country is the. flag.—General Horace
tlon. Then when they were all ap Porter.
plauding him he would, slip away to
Mildred and tell her. With a. double
The Goat.
sense of defeat he mounted the flagless
In monkeying with the old tin can
A foolish thing thou didst;
•wagon.
l( makes thee sick to find, poor Nan,
Miss Aldrich had wandered around
The cracker in thy midst.
gathering flowers and slowly walked
—Judge.
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H, say, can you see by the dim
candlelight

O

That has glowed since the last
roman candle exploded
While we stood on the lawn at a late
hour last night-—
Can you see if they’re gone, as most
of us foreboded?
Little Johnnie’s left ear will be useless,
I fear,
And papa’s scorched nose makes his
face very queer—
But, say, do poor grandfather’s whisk
ers yet wave,
Or did he acquire a skyrockety shave?
Uncle Henry has gone for some cotton
and salve
To apply to the arm of your poor sis
ter Lizzie,
And the doctor keeps speaking of
things he must have;
All night has the druggist been aw
fully busy.
Father cannot sit down, so he stands,
with a frown,
And looks out at the fires that are blaz
ing o’er town.
But, say, do poor grandfather’s whisk
ers yet wave,
Or did they melt off in that crash the
bombs gave?

mm

sp
“ d o g b a n d f a t h e b ’s w h i s k e b s y e t w a v e ?**

All-day he was warned that it might
not be best
To be showing the youngsters the
tricks of their fireworks;
He was told that his beard should be
shoved in his vest
Or the sparks and the flames would
exhibit their dire works.
I and Lizzie and John, with our cuti
cle gone,
Suffer here on our cots in the gray of
the dawn.
But, tell us, do grandfather’s whiskers
yet wave,
Or did he acquire a July Fourthish
shave?
—W. O. Nesbit in Judge.

THE DECLARATION.
History of th . Immortal Document
Which Made Us Free.
What has happened to the Declara
tion of Independence since Its signing
is recounted by William H. Michael,
formerly of the state department a t
Washington. In 1789 congress au
thorized “the secretary for the depart
ment of foreign affairs” to take charge
of it, along with other records, books
and papers of the Continental congress.
The same year the department of for
eign affairs became the department of
state, which has, to all intents and pur
poses, remained the depository of the
Declaration ever since. The great
document was from 1841 to 1877, how
ever, deposited In the patent office, for
many years a bureau of the depart
ment of state, and was allowed to re
main there after the patent office was
placed under the Interior department,
the old department of state not being
fireproof, while the patent office build
ing was believed to be so. After the
present fireproof state, war and navy
building was finished the Declaration
was returned to Its legal depository.
Until 1804 the Declaration was
framed and displayed in a steel cab
inet In the library of the department
of state, where all visitors might see
it, but In th at year it was hermetically
sealed In a frame and placed in a
drawer of another steel cabinet con
structed to protect also the original
signed copy of the constitution. Here
the Declaration still remains, locked
and sealed by order of the late Secre
tary Hay, and It Is no longer shown
to any one, except by special direction
of the state department.—New York
Times.
Aftermath.
P a rt of him fell in the east by the sea,
P a rt of him fell in the sea by the west:
Certain rem ains fell in Charleston. S. C..
Kennebunk, Maine, got his trousers and
vest.
In New Jersey there landed a leg,
W estern New York got another. I know;
P a rt of him landed in Wir.nb g.
Quite a large piece fell in Mexico.
Maybe his vertebrate column may fall
Over New Mexico's rattlesnake plains,
Maybe his ribs may descend one and all
Many months hence with the autum n’s
rains.
And if some shred of him, haply, you find.
Don’t ship it back to his aunts and his
nleceb;
Dig a small grave for it, friend, and be
kind;
Mark it, "One section of Jones: Rest In
Pieces.”
, —Wallace Irwin in New York Globe.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.

T h e Capitol Investigating Commission
practically completed its labors at H arris
Thursday, July 4, 1907.
burg last week, and its report will be pre
sented to Governor Stuart during the present
A nother year is added to the history month. And then ? And then, let it be hoped,
of the United States of America. Reflections there will be no delay in instituting legal pro
along patriotic lines, though always in order, ceedings against the looters.
are particularly pertinent at this time. The
T h e equanimity of the editor of the Nor
foundations of the American Republic were
ristown
Times is subject to frequent disturb
laid deeply and broadly, and the foresighted,
comprehensive wisdom of the leaders in ances due to the persistence of literary
thought and action along governmental lines pirates in the exercise of their thieving pro
who swayed public sentiment in theformative pensities. The editor of the Times, who has
period of our nation’s history performed a the sympathy of the editor of the I n d e p e n 
work that entitles their memory to the con d e n t , should experience a sense of grateful
tinued homage of all men. The Declaration ness that the pirates have not attempted to
of Independence was a fitting prelude to the kidnap the editor of the Times. Our young
adoption of the Federal Constitution. To friend will become accustomed to the dis
gether, they give lucid expression to the couragements of journalistic life by and by.
highest forms of thought relating to govern Since there seems to be no way to check the
mental procedure. The storms of more than pirates in their raids upon his attractive in
a century have beaten upon the Constitution. tellectual products it might be worth his
I t remains intact, with a wider meaning per while to increase bis avoirdupois so as to
haps than was associated with it in the minds lessen the danger of being bodily confiscated
of the able statesmen who formulated it. The by the rascals.
great, central thought of the document in
vests the governing power of the people with
J udge P aul A l b e r s of Breslan, Ger
the people themselves, and all are alike re many, has published an article in which he
sponsible for the preservation of the life, takes a strong stand against the prevailing
rights, and property of the individual. The custom of administering au oath to persons
responsibility is tremendous and so far reach who are called upon to testify in Courts of
ing in importance as to always challenge the Justice. The w riter tells of the changes
most serious attention of all who devotedly which have been made in the manner of tak
cherish the priceless heritage of human ing the oath and how, in order to make the
liberty, and who esteem the patriotism of ceremony impressive, various methods had to
right action on the part of the individual in be employed for Catholics, Protestants and
his relation to his fellowmen and to his Jews. All this, he contends, has no effect,
country, as being of infinitely more import because the good man tells the tru th and the
ance and consequence, than the patriotism of bad man tells what he likes, oath or no oath.
gaudy show, gunpowder, and noise. The To replace the oath the writer proposes a
perpetuity of our form of government must “declaration on honor and conscience to tell
depend upon the people. The increasing the tru th ,” coupled with a clause to the
complexity of the social fabric rather in effect that the witness knows that he will be
creases than diminishes the responsibility for punished if he is detected in making a false
the enactment of just laws and the protection statement.
of the individual in bis or her just rights.
And a fearful responsibility rests upon those
At the Democratic State Convention at
who, favored by enlarged opportunities to ac Harrisburg, Thursday, John G. Harman, of
quire definite knowledge, are accepted by the Columbia county, was nominated for State
people as their leaders and servants. Those Treasuer. The platform adopted is of an
who misuse the power entrusted to them, aggressive character and demands the jailing
those who mislead the people to gain personal of the Capitol building grafters and the re
advantages over their fellowmen are traitors covery of as much of the stolen property as
alike to the country in which they thrive, and can be seized by the Commonwealth. A reso
to humanity. The greatest dangers to our lution endorsing Mr. Bryan for the Presi
free institutions are commensurate with dency was side-tracked by the Committee and
man’s inhumanity to man, the misuse of not presented to the Convention for action.
power, false patriotism, and the subjugation Notwithstanding the strong personal char
of the rights and privileges of the many to acter of Mr. Sheatz, the Republican candidate
the multiplying and unjust requirements of for State Treasurer, it is believed that many
the few. These influences can only be over Republican electors, thoroughly disgusted
come or minimized by the increasing dissem with the disgraceful revelations as to tbe dis
ination and application of rational knowledge, honesty associated with the furnishings of
the knowledge which enables the intellect to the new Capitol building, will vote for the
clearly discern relations existing between Democratic candidate, Mr. Harman, in No
two or more things and the conscience to vember. Of course, much will depend upon
keenly discriminate between rightful and the final disposition of the report of thé In 
wrongful action on the part of the individual vestigating Committee.
If the report is
as a unit or of Society as a whole. Great vigorously acted upon and the scoundrels im
wrongs and cruelties are sometimes com plicated are prosecuted and punished the Re
mitted in the name of the people by the peo publican candidate's chances for election will
ple’s government, and sanctioned, tacitly at be increased. At this time there is evidently
least, by the people. The lower as well as the much sentiment favorable to the election of a
higher phases of civilization find expression Democratic State Treasurer, and there is
in the will of the people, and the highest level ample reason for the existence of such
of human achievement materially and morally, sentiment.
must, upon the last analysis, be sustained by
the intellectual and moral effort of the people
F rom the Louisville Courier Journal: “ That which
as a whole. Therefore the responsibility of is much to be desired, for the improvement of public
the individual must be treated seriously, not morals and elevation of private characters, is that
lightly. This responsibility requires that young men, at the beginning of their careers, should
tbe individual, to be a patriot in the highest understand that the acquirement of money is not the
sense, must first be true to himself by being greatest guarantee of happiness.”
tru e to his fellowmen. When he is true to
his fellowmen he will be true, not false, to his
W hen Jefferson was asked by the Maryland Legis
country.
lature to accept a third term, he answered : “ If some

PROSECUTIONS

WILL FOLLOW

Harrisburg, Pa., June 29—The public include a good, substantial UMBRELLA.
You
lessions of tbe capitol investigation
tommission were brought to a close
w ill find them here to meet all tastes,
with the testimony of former Governor
fitone, who was president of the capi
all prices and all storms.
tol building commission and also
chairman of the board of grounds and
We are making a great feature of Sunshades and Rain Protectors.
buildings during his term as governor.
In PARASOLS you will find very natty affairs in all white, linen
The sessions of the Investigators be
gan on March 11 and continued since plain and with eyelet embroidery, hemstitched, and also figured madras*
without interruption, except during Then there are colored silks in the newest modes and plaids. All with
the closing days in the recent legisla
ture. The commission expects to com natural wood bandies, stained handles. There is a special lot of whitS
plete its report to Governor Stuart in silk and Dresden Silk Parasols that will delight the hearts of dainty
the next 30 days, after which Attorney parasol admirers.
General Todd will institute civil and
criminal suits in the Dauphin county
An Extensive Variety of Sun
court against those responsible for the
alleged frauds and overcharges in the
Umbrellas in Popular Colors.
furnishing of the capitoL
The report of the commission will
state that there was collusion and
fraud between Joseph M. Huston,
architect, and John H. Sanderson, con
tractor, for $5,000,000 of the furnish
ings; that the contracts for the furn
ishings were improperly awarded and
not to the lowest bidders; thgt the
goods were not purchased at the pre
vailing market prices, as the law di
N O R R IS T O W N , p a .
rects they must be; th at inferior furn
ishings were supplied, not in accord
ance with the plans and specifications,
and that there is evidence of shortage
The Original BORNEMAN
and th at the members of the building
commission and the board of grounds
and buildings were derelict in their
duties in not inspecting the evident
fraud and collusion that existed.
Much of the testimony taken by the
---- NOW OPEN A T ----investigators will be used in the legal
proceedings. Huston and Sanderson
evaded subpoenas to appear before the
D E K A L B ST.
commission and tell their stories. Congresman Burd Cassel, president of the
Pennsylvania Construction company, FIRST-CLA8 S PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY.
THE BEST SERVICE GUARAK.
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
which supplied the metallic furniture
OLD AND NEW PATRON8 .
a t a cost to the state of $2,000,000, also
10-18-ly.
S. S. BO KN EM AN, D. D. S.
'declined to appear before the commis
sion.
Mr. Stone’s testimony was frank
throughout. He took no blame upon
himself, as there were no charges that
fraud had been committed by the
building commission. He character
ized Huston as a man that had aroused
the suspicion of the commission and
declared th at the architect had to be
watched to keep him from exceeding
Everything at Reduced Prices.
the appropriation of $4,000,000 for the
capitol. He appreciated the architect’s
All New and Stylish Clothing.
professional abilities and declared that
he was a dreamer, a man given to fan
cies, and not at all capable as a
builder.
Mr. Stone admitted that the building
M ain an d C herry S tr e e ts, N o rristow n , P a .
\
commission had suspicions as to Hus
..........- ---------------------r —
ton’s business qualifications, but its
members thought it best to continue
with him rather thyn delay the work
by inviting litigation.
He also suggested th at former Gov
L a rg est S to ck In M ontgom ery C ounty to
ernor Pennypacker could have halted
S e le c t F rom .
the expenditure of $9,000,000 for fur
nishings if Mr. Pennypacker and his
colleagues on the board had been more
watchful. He said that he did not im
agine that Pennypacker was connected
in any way with the alleged frauds,
Our Hats are sold by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM.
other than th at he had permitted them
to exist without proper supervision
over the contracts made by the board.
Relating to the letting of the metal
lic furniture contract, Mr. Stone de
H. Main Street, Norristown, Fa.
clared it was “unlawful, unjust, unne
cessary and unwarranted by prece
dent."
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T h e Big C lothing E vent !
Crawford’s Clearance Sale.
SAMUEL D. CRAWFORD,

SPRING STYLES HATS
Soft Hats, 50o. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $ 1 .0 0 to $3.00.

T ra c e y , : th e Hatter,

JO IN T

CONFESSED TO CELLMATE

Irwin Lewis Told How He Strangled
Little Mary Newlln.
West Chester, Pa., July 3.—David
Pleno, a young white man of Coatesville, who was sentenced to the East
ern Penitentiary for two years, con
victed of receiving brass car journals
from one of the mills, was taken to
the penitentiary.
Having been a cellmate of Irwin A.
Lewis, awaiting trial for the murder
of his little 5-year-old step-daughter,
Mary Newlin, near Avondale, in an
Interview said that Lewis had con
fessed to him the details of the brutal
crime.
On the Sunday afternoon when the
child disappeared from her home,
Pleno said Lewis told him that he had
gone from his father’s house over to
his own home and found the child
there awaiting the . return of her par
ents. As she ran to him near the barn
she called him “Papa,” which so en
raged him that he picked up a piece of
tarred rope used in tying corn fodder
and strangled her.
Believing her dead, he secured the
burlap bag and placed it over her
head, tying it on with the rope, and
then threw her body into the hole.
Pleno further said th at Lewis re
termination to the services of the Chief Magistrate be peatedly muttered parts of this con
fession during the days and nights
not fixed by the Constitution, or supplied by practice, while confined in the cell with Pleno,
his office, normally four years, will, in fact, become for but denied that Lewis had made any
attem pt at suicide.

Norwegian Parliament recently
took a notable step forward by passing a bill
granting the right to vote “to all women life, and history shows how easily that degenerates
twenty-five years old, taxed on an income en into an inheritance.”
joyed by themselves or their husbands of
The lightning-rod agent with his hoary-headed
$113 in cities and $84 in the country.” This
swindle
is still able to lasso new victims in Pennsyl
extends to general elections the right previ
T he

Nashville Saloons Segregated.
Nashville, Tenn., July 2.—The recent
legislature passed a bill allowing
Nashville to confine the saloons to the
uptown district. This act went into
effect Monday and 100 saloons were
ously enjoyed of participating in the municipal elec vania, despite the frequency with which these frauds put out of business.

tions, and adds about 300,000 to the total body of
voters. The municipalities having been better gov
erned by reason of woman suffrage, it is considered
Dot only safe, but judicious to take a further forward
step. Something for Americans to think about.

have been exposed by the newspapers. A Union
county farmer, who thought he bad signed a contract
recently by which his buildings were to be furnished
with rods for $6.50, was confronted with a bill of $208
when the work was done, and was duped into paying
$140 to settle the matter.

t P arlors

Inventor of Giant Powder Dead.
Akron, O., July S.—Hiram J. Ayers,
the inventor of giant powder, died
here, aged 84 years. He manufactured
giant powder here in the 40s, drying
it on the roof of his workshop. Death
was due to the Infirmities of old age.

SUMMER GOODS
AT

Your wife as one of your exec
utors, and this Company as the
other would relieve her of all
worry and detail, besides giving
a guarantee of an experienced ad
viser and an efficient adminis
tration.
Tbe officers of this Company will
be pleased to talk the matter over
with you.

Large and well assorted stock of choi<*
SUMMER DRESS GOODS, including
Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces, Em
broideries, &c. Line of Muslins, Calico*9)
and Ginghams, complete.

P e n n T rn s t Co.
T h e C om pany th a t p a y s 3 P E R
CENT. I n te r e s t for ev ery d a y
th e m o n ey Is on d e p o sit.
NORRISTOW N, P fi.
r H J I iL S T O C K O F

Gents’ Furnishing Goods, » C a r p e t Sweepers—
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.

M r s . F ra n c e s B a rre tt’s,
M a i n S t ., N e a b S t a t i o n ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
.
Have buyers and renters waiting for
H
desirable cheap country properties. Send
eal esta te w a n ted

in your list. No charge except I make a
sale.
H. L. BECHTEL,
10-18.
3227 Hidge Ave., Phila., Pa.

j

I f you have anything to

tell, adverti** it in th* Indevendent

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.

HERMAN WETZEL’S

fe @ d » \* c tio r i S s u lo

LONG LOST MAN
BURNED HUSBAND
FINDS HIMSELF
TO DEATH IN BED
Ysrchant Forgot Who He Was and
Worked at Tailor’s.

¡Men’s Suits, formerly $20 and $22, now
¡Men’s Suits, formerly $ 15 and $ 16, now
¡Men’s Suits, formerly $ 12 and $ 13, now
[Men’s Suits, formerly $ 10.00,
now
[Young Men’s Suits, Reduced from $15 to
¡Young Men’s Suits,
* from $10 & $11,
¡Young Men’s Suits, Reduced from $8.50,

$16.00
$12.50
$ 10.00
$ 8.00
$ 12.00

$ 8.50
$ 6.00

HERMAN WETZEL,
¡66 and 68 E. Main St.
l”

NORRISTOWN, PA

H E A D Q U A R T E R S

m [b n ’s F

FOR

u r n is h in g

G ood :s ! 1

WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
■youare looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
Erlll keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
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13% W EST MAIN ST R E E T,

NORRISTOW N, PA.

10-18.
1HE

K PE R CENT. F IR S T MORT»
|0
GAGE

| INVESTMENT BONDS

COLLEGEVILLE

—OF—

NATIONAL BANK

¡Wissahickon Electric Company for Sale.
For full particulars write

GOTWALS & BEYER,
■65E. Main St.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

W E

»T ES T e y e s
— AND —

¡Also REPAIR Spectacles and
Eye Glasses of All Kinds,

[And Replace Broken Lenses

F A T S
TWO P E R CENT* on daily balances
exceeding; $200 ; subject to check.
T H R E E P E R CENT* on all Savings
Fund Accounts of $1.00 and upwards.
Courteous and careful treatment accorded
all patrons. Your favors solicited.
OFFICERS :
A. D. FETTEROLF, P r e s id e n t .
M. B. LIN DE RMAN, V ice -P r esident .
W. D. RENNINGER, C a shier .
DIRECTORS :
A. D. Fetterolf,
M. B. Linderman,
H. T. Hunsicker,
B. F. Steiner,
Horace Place,
A . O. Landis,
Dr. C. Q,. Hillegass,
F. J. Olamer»
Dr. E. A Krusen,
John U. Francis, Jr.
W. P. Fenton,
E. S. Moser,
I. S. Bucher,
John D. Frantz,
I. T. Haldeman.

High-Grade

perper & Custer, Jew elers
m

H IG H ST R EET,

P#-U-

POTTSTOWN, PA.

F E R T IL IZ E R S
MR FARMER :

FO R

FRESH GOODS
—GO TO—

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.

No use trying to make farm
ing pay without first improving
the soil.
No use trying to improve the
soil with any but A n im f l.1

Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil
Try Our C offees,
C anned G ood s,
D r ie d F r u its
a n d C o n fectio n ery .

will make the farmer poor;
rich soil will make the farmer
rich.
NOW is the time to start

Daniel H. B artm an ,
€O LLG «ETILLEf PA .
J^ajly and Sunday Papers.

aright for better days, big crops
and more money, by using

Trinley High - Grade
Animal Bone Fertilizers.
Old established and reliable; on

|THE o l d s t a n d
Established

the market for more than thirty
years.

• > 1875.

More actual plant food for
the money than in any other.
Give it a trial and be convinced.

Choice Bread
L

AND

C a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full
!
Cakes and Confesion
es. Siwefal
Ic®Cream and Water
eWings and'pajtteg,0 glVen * 8Upplvin*

.

If your dealer does not handle
it, write us giving his name and
plied.

Write to-day.

JACOB TRINLEY,
LINFIELD, PA.

G

ET TOUR P o lte r » P r in te d ni
th e In d e p e n d e n t Office.

CASE

OF

APHASIA

Plainfield, N. J., July 2.—Prank John
son went to sleep for good and in his
place woke up Charles T. Brewln,
brought back to his own personality
by the sight of his son standing before
him as he woke up. After a four years'
lapse of memory, Brewin remembered
first his son, then himself. He return
ed to Burlington, N. J. to greet his fam
ily and his old friends again. He can
not realize th at it Is four years he has
seen away, and not four days.
Brewln was a merchant in Burling
ton for many years, and had built him
self a handsome house and raised a
family there. He went to sleep so
soundly one evening, on November 8,
1903, that he did not really wake up
again. The next morning he got up
and went down stairs, recognizing none
of the familiar things.
The counters in the store—and the
rolls of cloth—he was a tailor—looked
strange to him. He hurried out and
down the street. He wandered on out
of town, not knowing even his name.
I t was a case of complete aphasia. He
was 56 years old when he disappeared,
and to-day he remembers himself as 56
years old and cannot realize th at he is
60.
Nobody knows where the missing
tailor w ent His coat was found, at
last, on a Jersey City ferryboat, with
an illegible note in the pocket. The
family thought he had drowned him
self.
The wanderer got an idea th at his
name was Frank Johnson. Somehow
he seemed to return to New Jersey, af
ter wandering in various places. He
seemed to remember a good deal about
tailoring, though he had forgotten his
own tailor store, and did well enough
to get work at last at Miss Brown’s, in
Plainfield. He settled down and got
firmly fixed in the idea that he was
Frank Johnson. Indeed he came to be
sure that it was Frank G. Johnson,
though what the “G.” stood for he
never was quite sure.
Alfred Woolman, who had been
brought up in the little town of Bur
lington, came one day to be a conduc
tor on the Plainfield trolley cars. He
set eyes on the old cleaner a t work in
Miss Brown’s window, and immediate
ly he remembered him as the old Bur
lington tailor who had never been
found.
Woolman told the Brewins on his
next trip to Burlington. They lost no
time. His son and Rev. J. H. Buchanan
went down to see him. Both recog
nized him at once. He was the same
man in appearance.
But at his son’s greeting he looked
up with a smile and an assurance that
the young man was mistaken, as peo
ple often did mistake one man for
another. He turned quietly to his work
after a while, only stopping to bid his
son good afternoon as he left and to
wish him better luck in his search. The
old clergyman who had known him for
many years could not strike any nearer
to the old man’s absent memory.
The family, however, sure of the
man, would not give up. His son in
quired and found out from Miss Brown
many things that settled his convic
tion. He again saw his father one
evening; but the older man was afraid
to think, for, he said, It hurt his head.
The final trial was made Monday.
“Johnson’s” landlady let the visitor
Into his room as he slept In his arm
chair in the afternoon. No attempt
was made to wake him.
The son waited patiently, if not calm
ly, until his father awoke; nobody else
was In the room but a doctor, sitting
near the door.
"Good evening, father,” said the
son as quietly as he could, when the
old man opened his eyes. The father
greeted his son calmly, as If he had
hist seen him before going to sleep.

WANTED

TO MARRY

LOVER

Scranton, Pa., July 3. — Eighteenyear-old Mrs. Kindra Howrsto, of Dunmore, is in the county jail, charged
with having burned her husband to
death that she might be free to marry
her former lover, Ignatz Hutro, who
Is also In jail charged with having In
cited the deed. According to the police,
Mrs. Howrsto had confessed and told
all the details of the crime.
All the parties are Lithuanians. Ac
cording to the story which the police
say Mrs. Howrsto gives, she and Hutro
were lovers before she married Howr
sto in the old country two years ago.
Hutro preceded them to this country.
When they came here they settled near
where Hutro was living, In the Nay
Aug section of Dunmore borough. Hu
tro renewed his attentions to Mrs.
Howrsto,' and frequently was a t their
house. Monday afternoon he came
there, so the police say she confesses,
and suggested that she do away with
her husband, so th at they could be mar
ried. Following a suggestion which
she says Hutro made, she got her hus
band drunk, and when he was stupe
fied in bed, she went to the room with
the kerosene lamp. She poured the oil
from the lamp on the bed and then, by
accident she says, the lamp dropped on
the bed, setting it afire. At the sight of
her husband roasting and squirming in
the flaming bed, she became horrorstricken, and rushed from the house,
crying “fire.” Neighbors extinguished
the flames, and had Howrsto sent to
the state hospital, where he died soon
after without regaining consciousness.
County Detective Rafter caused the
arrest of the woman, and, on the
strength of her alleged confession, Hu
tro was later arrested at his home. He
denied all knowledge of the crime.
Both are being held pending an inves
tigation of the woman’s story.
Howrsto, the dead man, was 25 years
of age and a miner. Hutro ,1s 29 years
of age and also a miner.
A VICTIM OF EXTORTION
Two Italians Secure Woman’s Savings
By Threatening Her.
Pittsburg, July 3.—Trembling be
fore the gaze of two countrymen in
Magistrate Brady’s court, Mrs. Stella
Pagana, an Italian woman, told a
story of how her savings of years had
been extorted from her by two of her
fellow countrymen, whose methods, if
her story is true, rivals those of the
Macedonian brigands for savage bru
tality. Giuseppe Furcio and Prisco
Bartirmo had been arrested upon com
plaint of Mrs- Pagana, who alleged
that the two men had from time to
time demanded money by threatening
letters. The demands were for $20 and
$30 at a time. So frequent were Furcio’s and Bartiroma’s demands that
the bank account was soon gone, and
finally she had to sell their property.
Her husband knew nothing of this,
she said, as she feared that if she told
him she would be killed. She was
now reduced to penury, she declared,
but her oppressors persisted in their
demands that she raise money for
them, and she had accordingly deter
mined to make information against
them for surety of the peace.
The men were held for court. Mrs.
Pagana asked that heavy bail be fixed
as she feared If thé men were rereleased she would be assassinated.
WHITE MAN LYNCHED

Mob Hangs Dock Posey For Assault
ing Little Step-Daughter.
Dalton, Ga., July 2.—Dock Posey, a
middle-aged white man, the self-con
fessed assaulter of his 9-year-old
daughter, was taken from the Whit
field county jail and hanged to a rail
road viaduct in the middle of the city.
Photographed Canals of Mars.
Posey on the way to his death ad
Cambridge, Mass., July 3.—The Low mitted the crime, but said he did not
ell expedition to the Andes has suc mean to harm the girl. The crowd,
ceeded in photographing canals of consisting of about 25 men, marched
Mars, according to a telegram received to the jail, covered the officials with
a t the Harvard observatory from Pro
guns and took the prisoner. Several
fesor Perclval Lowell, director of the policemen were forced to accompany
Lowell observatory at Flagstaff, Arlz. the crowd, but not a shot was fired.
The telegram Is as follows; “Todd, of Posey, who lived with his family a
the Lowell expedition to the Andes, few miles from town, brought the girl
cables Mars canals photographed there here after the crime and accused an
by Slipher.”
other man of the assault. Posey’s wife
declared the truth, however, and also
Lost Boy Brought Home By Bulldog.
added that he made an attempt to as
New Memphis, 111., June 29.—While sault his victim’s elder sister about a
the whole community was hunting for
3-year-old Earl Roseberry, after the week ago. The victim is In a serious
child had been lost two days, a bull condition.
dog found him and took him home.
Cl mgs to Rescuer and Drovyns.
The dog belonged to a neighbor and
York, Pa., July 2.—Claude Lease, 19
knew the boy. The dog was out In the
woods when he saw the child. The two years old, who had boasted of his abil
marched into town together, the boy ity as a swimmer, tried it and sank.
Michael Cochran, a companion, tried
holding to the dog’s neck.
to save him, but Lease grappled with
him and both went down twice. Coch
ran broke the drowning man’s hold
and saved himself.
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Waits Month In Line For Farm.
Cass Lake, Minn., July 3.—One hun
dred persons were in line before the
land .office here when the doors open
ed for entries on the Cass Lake reser
vation. Lewis Larson, of Fosston, who
has been first in the line since May
22, got a valuable farm. Perfect order
prevailed.
$25,000,000 In New Locomotives.
Philadelphia, July 1. —1 During the
first six months of 1907 the Baldwin
Locomotive Works turned out $25,000,000 worth of locomotives.

THREE KILLED; MANY HURT

DENY ORCHARD’S TALE

Penney Express Crashes Into a Freight
Train.
Sunbury, Pa., July 3.—Three persons
were killed and many were injured
when the Buffalo express, east-bound,
on the Pennsylvania railroad, crashed
into a freight train which was taking
the siding two miles from this city.
The dead are: Frank J. McBvllla,
Williamsport, fireman of the express;
Harry Eyer, Williamsport, express
messenger, and F. P. Hunter, Harris
burg, assistant baggagemaster.
Those Injured are: William Ulmer,
engineer of the express, internal in
juries; Edwin Stringer, brakeman of
the express, internal injuries; A. S.
Ringier, Lancaster, Pa., head cut;
Miss Minnie Tichy, Baltimore, hands
lacerated; Joshua Saxe, Keating Sum
mit, Pa., suffering from shock; Mrs. W.
G. Irving, Medina, N. Y., internal inju
ries; Mrs. H. M. Bennett, Washington,
internal injuries; Miss Louise Snyder,
Philadelphia, nose broken, and Mrs.
Irons, Bodine, N. Y., nose broken, in
ternally injured.
The accident occurred a t a slight
bend in the road. The express, which
was a few minutes late, was going at
full speed in order to make up the lost
time. Because of the bend the engi
neer was unable to see the freight en
gine which was pushing a freight from
the main track.
Seeing th at a crash was Inevitable,
the engineer called to his fireman to
jump, while be stuck to his post and
applied the air. The express struck the
freight engine, crushing it to scrap
iron and wrecking many freight cars.
The baggage and express cars which
were immediately behind the express
engine, were broken to pieces. The
dining car and two coaches were also
badly damaged. Trunks were broken
opeh and their contents, together with
a great deal of mail, were scattered
along the tracks.

Three Men Implicated Testify In Hay»
wood Trial.
Boise, Idaho, July 3.—Max Mallcb.
Joe Mehelich and “Billy” Alkman,
three of the men variously implicated
In alleged misconduct at Globevills*
Denver and Cripple C'jJ'k, on the word
of Harry Orchard, went on the stand
as witnesses for William D. Haywood
and denied Orchard’s testimony. Matich swore th at Orchard, and not hat
suggested the inhuman plot of dynar
mitlng a boarding house full of non
union smeltermen at Globeville, and
that Orchard originated the Idea of
killing William McDonald, one of Ma»
llch’s business rivals. He said that ho
had been burned by some mysterious
acid thrown into his house, but denied
th at this acid was really “Pettibono
dope” that had been left In his room
by Steve Adams. He also denied th at
“Pettibone dope” had been- used In
burning his store, and testified th at
he was at his ranch when the fire oc
curred. He also swore that Orchard
had told him th at but for Governor
Steunenberg he would be rich, and
that he intended to kill Steunenberg.
Eugene Englee, former attorney gen
eral of Colorado, swore Orchard told
him of holding a rich share In the Her
cules mine and of his intention of kill
ing Steunenberg. Englee told, at great
length, of how the military authorities
defied the civil courts, how he was him
self deported from Telluride, where ha
went as counsel for the federation, and
how he was later deported from Cripr
pie Creek the day the mob destroyed
the union store at Coldfield.

Schmitz Candidate For Re-election.
San Francisco, July 3.—Mayor Eu
gene Schmitz, who is awaiting sen
tence under conviction of extortion, in
an interview said he will be a candi
date for re-election to a fourth term,
and that he has already begun the
preliminary work of his campaign. He
declared that he is confident of win
ning at the polls, and th at nothing will
prevent' him from running except the
denial by the appellate and supreme
courts of the appeal he is preparing
for a new trial.

FOUR KILLED BY CARS

CARRIED OFF BY TOY BALLOONS

Little Girl Given Unexpected Ascen
sion By Obliging Peddler.
Rockport, Tex., June 29. — Minna,
the 2-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Moody, of Waco, was car
ried into the air by a bundle of toy
balloons which an Italian peddler on
KILLED BY TROLLEY CAR
the veranda of a hotel tied around her
Unmanageable Horse Caused Fatal Ac waist, thinking to please her. Before
the spectators could recover from their
cident In Camden, N. J.
Camden, N. J., July 1.—John Pfrom, surprise she was wafted out to sea, 50
aged 45 years, was killed, and his son feet in the air. A launch occupied by
George, aged 18 years, was seriously George Munafee, of Denver, was in
hurt here, when a wagon in which they the bay, and he came to the little
were riding was struck by a Moores- girl’s rescue. Firing at the bundle of
town trolley car. The father and son balloons, he punctured several of them
were driving to their home in West and she began to settle downward,
Palmyra, when their horse became un finally landing safely 12 feet from the
manageable at the approach of a trol water on the shore of St. Joseph’s
ley car and swerved from the road Island.
across the trolley tracks, leaving their
HADES IS IN THE SUN
vehicle directly in the path of the car.
The elder Pfrom was thrown under
the trolley car when the wagon was Washington Preacher Startles His Con
gregation By His Discourse.
struck, and the car had to be raised
Washington, July 2.—“Hell is In the
before his mangled body could be re
moved. The son was cut and bruised sun.” With this brief statement the
Rev. Zed H. Copp, assistant pastor of
and rendered unconscious.
Bethany Presbyterian chapel, has
somewhat startled his congregation.
Death in Flyer’s Path.
“I know that is a startling state
Atlantic City, July 1.—A flying elec
tric express train from Camden crash ment,” continued the preacher. “When
ed into a wagon in which John Quinn, the thought first flashed across my
of McKee City, was driving his ne mind it frightened me terribly. But
phew, Albert Hutchinson, 9 years old, since then I have studied the entire
and the lad’s sister, Margaret, 12 years universe time and again and find no
old, to the McKee City station, to meet where else a place that so nearly cort
their grandmother, who was returning responds to the Bible definition of hell
from a visit to Philadelphia. The Wa as does the sun in its general charac
gon was smashed to splinters, the boy teristics. This is no hasty opinion. I
Instantly killed, and the girl’s leg have been studying it out for eight
crushed, while Quinn escaped with a long years.”
broken shoulder.
FARMER SHOT AND ROBBED
DEAD MOTHER’S GIFT
Victim of Footpads Fought Desper*
ately For His Life.
Bridegroom Receives Present of Silver,
New York July 3.—Held up by a
Accompanied By Faded Note.
Waukegan, 111.,, July 1.—Alfred G. highwayman on a lonely road near
Taylor was married to Miss Ida Young. Richmond Hill, L. I., Christopher
An unusual feature was the reception Braas, a farmer, was murdered and
by the bridegroom of a silver wedding robbed while driving home from mar
present from his mother, who had ket. Braas lived in Jamaica.
Evidences along the roadside showed
been dead 12 years. Years ago Mrs.
Taylor celebrated her silver wedding th at the farmer had made a desperate
and received a fine cetof spoons mark fight for his life and that the highway
ed with her initials, which were the men finally shot him. One of the
same as her son’s. She conceived the pockets of the dead man was turned
idea of saving them as a present for inside out and only one dollar, which
her son when he should be married. the robbers had evidently overlooked,
The spoons were accompanied by a was found on the body. A paper found
faded note in his mother’s handwrit on the body showed that the men had
ing reading: “To Alfred on his wed been paid $30 for produce delivered at
market.
ding day, from mother.”

Baltimore Hotel Sold.
Baltimore, July 3.—The hotel Belve
dere, Baltimore’s most pretentious hos
telry, which has been in the hands of
receivers for some time past, was sold
under an order of court. The price re
alized was $1,060,000, of which $100,000
was paid for the furnishings. The
Union Trust company, trustee for the
first mortgage bondholders, was the
purchaser. It was announced after the
sale that the hotel would be continued
on improved lines.

Heavily Laden Train Breaks In Two
With Fatal Result.
Bethlehem, Pa., July 2.—Two heavy
cars becoming separated from a Beth
lehem Steel company’s train at the
works, crashed into a shifting engine,
fatally injuring Weston A. Gross, aged
40, of Hellertown, a yardmaster; Harry
J. Marsh, aged 37, of Bethlehem, a
yardmaster; William Dorney, aged 33,
of Centre Valley, and Rudolph Nuss,
aged 40, of South Bethlehem, a brakeman. The four men died at St. Luke’s
hospital a few hours after the accident.
H. W. Hewitt Held For Fraud.
South Bend, Ind., July 3.—H. W
Hewitt, an attorney of New York,
graduate of the Columbia law school,
relative of ex-Mayer Hewitt, and twice
a member of the New York legislature,
is being held by the South Bend po
lice for Indianapolis officials on a
charge of fraud, which, It is alleged,
he practiced in Connecticut against a
mercantile agency in Indianapolis.

General C. F. Humphrey Retires.
Washington, July 2.—Upon his own
application, Brigadier General C. F.
Humphrey, quartermaster general of
the army, was placed on the retired
list, with the rank ‘of majer general,
and Major James B. Aleshire, assist
ant quarterm aster general, has been
appointed to be quarterm aster general.

Wandered Nine Hours In His Sleep.
Boston, July 2. — After wandering
nine hours around Savin Hill sound
asleep and clad only in a nightshirt.
Vasal Lashua, 9 years old, returned
home and got In bed. Many police
men and the boy’s parents had been
hunting him all the time. The boy
said he didn’t know he was out. Only
a few persons had seen him.

Lockjaw From Ice.
Cincinnati, O., July 3. — Benjamin
Werles, proprietor of a confectionery
store, is dead from a hitherto unheard
of cause. Last week he cut his hand
on a piece of ice. Blood poisoning re
sulted and he died of lockjaw.

Lightning Kills and Shaves Man.
Detroit, July 2.—A bolt of lightning
Instantly killed Joseph Bourassa near
Ecorse village. His whiskers were
shaved clean from his face, but not a
hair of his head was even singed.
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FARM AND GARDEN.
DENT CORN.

A N 11-

LEAF SPOT DISEASE.
It Attacks Apple Trees—Is Prominent
In Midsummer.
There are several species of fungi
that attack apple leaves, producing
brown, circular spots th at range from
mere specks to spots one-fourth of an
inch in diameter and in some cases
much larger, as here shown. The dis
ease may begin to appear in the spring
soon after the young leaves unfold, but
the spots are usually more prominent
between midsummer and the end of
the season. This diseased condition
causes the leaves to drop prematurely,
frequently leaving the trees denuded in
early autumn, six weeks or two months

L
UNSPRAYED A PPL E LEAVES.

[Affected with leaf spot disease.]

before -the normal period of leaf fall.
Trees thus deprived of their foliage
cease activity, and as a result the fruit
is small and not properly matured, the
buds for the crops of the following
year are weakened and in some cases
not fully developed, and the life of the
tree is materially shortened. These
leaf diseases are partly responsible for
the failure of the trees to produce crops
and for the early decline of the or
chard
i.a&IS&zsx*awwfcsctw-'"'
9 One of the most striking results of
spraying an apple orchard is the effect
bn the foliage. These leaf diseases are
largely prevented by applications of
bordeaux mixture, and the foliage re
mains fresh and green long after unsprayed trees are defoliated. This was
Irue of ail the demonstration blocks in
the Ozarks during the past season.
The unsprayed trees began to shed
their leaves in July and were practi
cally defoliated by the last of August,
a month before the time to pick the
crop—VV. M. Scott, Bureau of Plant
Industry.
Killing Goldenrod.
Tears ago we bought a farm th at had
one field so thickly covered with goldenrod that ten acres would not have
pastured a goose. There was absolute
ly no grass. We mowed it off and put
about five sheep to the acre and fed
enough wheat bran to keep them in a
thriving condition, and the next season
a finer blue grass pasture was never
seen, says a w riter in National Stockman and Farmer. They had killed “ev
ery last plant.” The cows won’t eat it,
and it is fortunate that they will not,
for if they did no use could be made of
their milk, but sheep like it and will
thrive on the young growth.
Braking on a High Load.
Teamsters and farmers who haul hay
on roads where a brake is necessary
will no doubt appreciate the idea em
bodied in the following hint, credited to
a writer in the Prairie Farm er: So con
struct a brake that it may be operated
from the top of the load of hay ot for
age. In order to do this build the
standard of the rack as high as the

BRAKE FOB A HAY WAOON.

load is liable to be. Secure a gas pipe
or rod about one inch in diameter and
fasten it in strap iron bearings on the
standard. Surmount it with a small
balance wheel keyed firmly. At the
lower end of the rod attach a chain,
which is passed over a pulley in the
side of the bed and continued to the
brake lever on the rear wheels.
[ .1
Feeding Dairy Cowt.
Experiments have shown th at 60 per
cent of all the feed a dairy cow can
eat is appropriated to sustain her body.
If a cow is fed to 70 per cent of her
capacity only 10 per cent of the ration
can be used for milk production. Lib
eral feeding is necessary, but its profit
able extent depends on the individual
animal. Successful dairying depends
fully as much on the feeder as on the
cow. A proportion of two-fifths roughage is widely and successfully used. Of
course feed stuffs must be chosen to
balance well and with an eye to their
market value.—Farming.

This Variety Grown Successfully by a
New England Farmer.
The seed used in growing my fields
of seed com was secured originally in
1904 from Mr. Reid of Illinois and was
called the Reid’s Yellow Dent variety,
writes a Connecticut man in New Eng
land Homestead. At th at time I se
cured a dozen select ears of the variety
for the purpose of breeding a dent corn
adapted for New England conditions
by seed selection. With this idea in
view, I planted a small field with this
highly selected seed in 1905, from
which the earliest and best ears were
saved for planting the fields in which
my experiments were located in 1906.
Land In Poor Condition.
The land used for my fields was in
rather a poor condition, being naturally
wet. The land was plowed in the
spring and thoroughly harrowed. The
seed was planted May 12, 1906, with a
one horse corn planter, dropping four
kernels three feet apart;' also about
8,000 pounds of fish and potash fer
tilizer to the acre. It was soon up,
and I had a nice even stand. I imme
diately went over it with a weeder.
Then every week until it filled the rows
it was cultivated, being hoed only once.
Tagging Stalks and Ears.
Before cutting, all stalks of even
height and all well formed ears situat
ed well down on the stalk were tagged.
The average height of the com was
about eleven . jet. It was cut and
stooked with about thirty-six to fortytwo hills in a shock. When cutting the
tagged stalks were left standing and
afterward cut and put in separate
stooks. After the stalks and com were
thoroughly dry it was husked and put
into cribs, thé yield being 122 bushels
to the acre. I saved many of the best
and well developed ears for seed selec
tion. The remainder of the selected
ears were sold for seed. Financially
this corn can be grown successfully by
New England farmers.

GROWING ONIONS.
Suecesiful Method of Cultivating and
Curing a Crop.
As soon as the onions come through
the ground we start using the cultiva
tor and go over them once a week un
til they are laid by. We weed as often
as necessary to keep them clean. Aft
er the tops are large and begin to tan
gle it is not desirable to attem pt to
work in the crop, as considerable dam
age may be done. My best onions have
averaged 600 bushels an acre. I sold

TAXPAYERS.
1STOTICECTO
ounty T a x es.
In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts thereto,
the Treasurer of Montgomery County will meet
the taxpayers of said county at tbe following
named places and time for the purpose of re
ceiving the County, State and Dog Taxes for
the year 1907, assessed in their respective dis
tricts, viz:
Gwynedd Township, Lower, at the public
house of Carl K. Kneubler, Spring House,
Thursday, .1une 20, from 2.30 to 4.30 p. m.
• Gwynedd Township, Upper, at the public
house of Arnold Becker, Kneedler’s, Fridi
July 5, from 9 to 10.30 a. m .
North Wales Borough, at the public house of
William H. Blank, Main Street Hotel, Friday.
J uly 5, from 11 a. m. to 4 p. m
Narberth Borough, at the Fire House, Narberth, Monday, July 8, from 9.30 to 10.30 a. m.
Lower Merlon Township, North Ardmore,
South Ardmore, Haverford and West Ardmore
Districts, at the publie house of John Grady,
Ardmore, Monday, July 8, from 11.30 a. m. to
The continued cool weather is the cause of Henry
l.
30 p . m .
Lower Merlon Township, Bryn Mawr and
Sonnelborn
& Co. sacrificing their entire surplus of this
Rosemont Districts, at tbe office of Milton R.
Yerkes, Bryn Mawr, Monday, July 8, from! 2.30
season’s
production
of nearly a thousand suits to us
to 4 p. m.
Lower Meriqn Township, Upper District, at
divided
among
our
different
stores'. We received three * 1
at the public house of Thomas H. Haley,
Merion Square, Tuesday, J uly 9, from 9 to 10
hundred
beautiful
styles
for
closing
out at quarter off the jl
a. m.
Lower Merion Township, Lower and Bala
usual
price.
Since
we
launched
this
sale last Saturday !|
«
Districts, at the public house of Edward Odell,
Gen. Wayne Hotel, Tuesday, July 9, from 11 a.
we’ve
been
kept
unusually
busy
with
critical men who !f
m. to 12.30 p. m.
Lower Merion, East District, at the Pencoyd
appreciate
high-grade
suits
at
a
little
price.
Don’t miss J
«
Postoffice, Tuesday, July 9, from 1.30 to 2.30 p.m.
Horsham Township, at the public house of J .
this
opportunity,
plenty
of
choice
patterns
are
here in all 3 1
ne
Clothts Makers
K Hallo well, Thursday, July 11, from 9 to 11
BBBa|
NQwyq^s
a. m.
sizes
to
fit
regulars,
stouts
and
slim
built
men.
Moreland Township, Lower District, at the
public house of Frank Shuck, Sorrel Horse
tiHotel, Thursday, J uly 11, from 12 30 to 2 80 p. m.
Hatboro Borough, at the public house of Cyrus
O. Moore, Hatboro, Thursday, Ju ly ll, from 3 to
FO R MEN’S SU ITS.
FOR MEN’S SU ITS,
6 p. in.
W O RTH 910.00.
Moreland Township, Upper District, at the
W ORTH 920.00.
publie house of Charles F. Ehrenfort, Willow
Grove, Friday, July 12, from 7 to » a. m.
Blue
Serges,
Fancy
Worsteds,
Tropical
Worsteds,
Choicest Workmanship. Finest Material. Blue and
Abtngton Township, Ablngton and Weldon
Velours—wide choice of patterns. Single and Double- Fancy Serges, Tropical Worsteds, etc. Superb Hand-Tailor
Districts, at the public eouse of Daniel Man
Breasted Suits.
ing. Choicest Styles.
ning, Weldon, Friday, July 12, from 9.30 to 11.30
a. m.
G u a ra n teed B lu e Serge S u it fo r 9 7 .3 0 .
A “ C ra ck -a .J a cb ” B lu e Serge S u it for 915.
Cheltenham Township, West, First, Second
and Third Districts, at the public house of Han
nah E. Clayton, Edge Hill, Friday, July 12,
from 1 to 3 p. m,
O l A FOR MEN’S SU IT S,
O T Q FO R MEN’S SUITS,
Lower Salford Township, West District, at
tp lU
W ORTH 912.50.
the public house of Harry Pluck, Lederachville.
T J -O
W ORTH 922.50.
Monday, July 15, from 8.30to 11 a. m.
Blue Serges, Grays and Dressy Fancies in Right
Every Suit a Perfect Model of High A rt Clothinv
Lower Salford Township, East District, at the
Weights.
Hand
Tailored.
And
all
the
latest
style
Beautiful Gray Worsteds and Club Check Velours.
public house of A. a. Kline, Harleysville, Mon
touches.
day, July 16, from 12.30 to 4.30 p. m.
A s t ill b e tte r B lu e S erge S u it fo r 910.
»klppack Township, at the public house of
H a n d -T a ilo r e d F ancy B in e S erg es 918.
Henry H. Wolf, Skippack, Tuesday, July 16,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
Towamencin Township, at the public house of
S. C. Bean, KulpsviUe, Tuesday, J uly 16, from 1
to 4 p. m.
Franconia Township, West District, at the
public house of Harry B. Keller, Franconia
Square, Wednesday, July 17, from 7 to 12 a. m.
Franconia Township. East District, at tbe
public house of Jacob M. Kuhn, Reliance, Wed
nesday, July 17, from 1.80 to 8.80p. m.
Salford Township, at the public house of
Daniel M . Kober, Tylersport, Thursday, July
18, from 9 to 11 a. m.
J
West Telford Borough, at the public houso of
John M Kuhn, Thursday, July 18, from 1 to 8
p. m.
SoudertOD Borough, at tbe public house of
William H. Freed, Friday, July 19, from 9 a. m.
to 3 p . m.
Lansdale Borough, South ward, at tbe publie
house of Harry B. Krause, Monday, July 22,
GARDEN AND
from 10 a. m. to 2 p . m.
Lansdale Borough, East ward, at the publio
house of Edward J. Dredge Tuesday, July 23,
from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Lansdale Borough, West ward, at the public
house of Robert (J, Lownes, Wednesday, July !
24, from 10a. m. to 2 p. m.
AT W EITZENK O R N’S.
Upper JProvidence, Lower District, a t Provi- j
deuce Hall, Thursday, July 26, from 8.30 to 10.30 1
a. m.
The footwear of to-day is fashioned*
Hatfield Township and Hatfield Borough, at !
the public house of Chester Knipe, Hatfield, j
for ease and comfort as well as fori
Friday, July 26, from 7 to 12 a. m.
Montgomery Township, at the public house of j
style, elegance, and wear.
Harry Werkheiser, Montgomeryville, Friday, j
July 26, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, West ward, at the public POULTRY WIRE
Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all
house of W. R. Shuler, Tuesday, July 30, from
10 a . m. to 4 p. m.
these points.
FENCE WIRE
West Pottsgrove Township, at the public
house of Joseph M. Selinger, Bramcote, Wed
nesday, July 81, from 8 to 9.30 a . m.
Pottstown Borough. Second and Third wards,
It is acknowledged by everybody that we
at the public house of Harry Gilbert, Wednes*
carry the largest stock and more stylish to
day, July 31,from 10.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m.
select from than any two of our competitors.
Lower Pottsgrove Township, at the public
house of Geo. B. Levengood, Pleasant View
Hotel, Thursday, August 1, from 8 to 10 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh wards,
at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Thurs
day, August 1, from 11 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Fourth ana Fifth wards,
at the public house of Harry H. Smith, Tues
day, August 6, from 10.30a. m. to 3.30 p. m.
Upper Pottsgrove Township, at the public
Ladies’ extra fine Sunday Shoes and
Children’s Colt Skin Oxfords, 75c., $1.00
house of Samuel Geiger, Half Way House
Oxfords, $1.35 and $1.50, in Vici Kid and and $1.25.
Hotel, Wednesday, August 7, from 8to9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards, Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, Patent Colt Skin.
Boys’ and Youths’ flue Sunday Shoes,
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00
at the public house of Jacob H. Brendlinger,
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, in all leathers.
Wednesday, August 7, from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Men’s Vici Kid and Colt Skin Shoes and
styles. .
Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward, at the pub
PAINT8, TOOLS, ETC.,
lic house of Nathan S. Hartenstine, York St.
Children’s fine Sunday Shoes in Patent Oxfords, $2.00.
Hotel, Thursday, August 8, from 8 a. m. to l
Leather
and
Vici
Kid,
75c.,
$1.90,
$1.25.
The largest assortment of Men’s, Boys1j
p. m.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles, and Little Boys’ Patent Leather ShoesJ
Upper Salford Township, at the public house
$1.00
and
$1.25.
and
Oxfords in town, in all new styles, id
011
?S. N. Smith, Woxall, Tuesday, August 13,
frnm 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Marlboro Township, at the publio house of
P IH EN IX V ILIJB , P A .
Samuel Barndt, ^umneytown, Tuesday, August
13, from 11.45 a. m. to 3.15 p. m.
Greenlane Borough, at the public house of J. P. STETLER, Manager.
Quintus M. Kline, Tuesday, August 13, from 4
to 5.30 p. m.
New Hanover Township, East District, at the
puublic house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant Run,
W
<
Yednesday,
August 14, from 7 to 8.30 a. m.
Upper Hanover Township, Second District, at
the public house of Jonas Haring, Harlngs.
St
Wednesday, August 14, from 9.30 to 11.30 a. m.
Red Hill Borough, at the public house of O.
M. Inhoff, Red Hill, Wednesday, August 14,
from 1 to 2.30 p m.
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
Pennsburg Borough and Upper Hanover, First
District, at the public house of Chas. A, Kneule,
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
Wednesday, August 14, from 3 to 6 p. m.
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover
HOU8EFURNI8HINGS.
ownshlp, Third District, at tbe public house of
When you have occasion to introduce!
Harvey E. Werley, East Greenville, Thursday,
T h e first th in g to d e c id e , i s :
August 15, from 7 a. m-. to 3 p.
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have yourj
Douglass Township, East District, at the pub
lic house of James Rinker, Congo, Tuesday,
‘‘W h ere w ill I p u r c h a se ?”
home heated with steam or hot water, youI
August 20, from 9.30 a. m. to 1 p. m.
Douglass Township, West District, atthepubBefore
making your choice, it will be to
want only the most skillful mechanics toj
lic house of H .G . Snaner, Gilbertsville, Tues
your advantage to call and examine stock
day, August 20, from 2 to 4 p. m.
plan and execute the work.
New Hanover Township, West District, at the and secure prices at
ublic house of Jeremiah G. Rhoads, Swamp,
pa
W
Yednesday, August 21, from 6 to 10 a. m.
Frederick Township, West District, at the
public house of H. Walter Williams, Green Tree
Hotel, Wednesday, August 21, from 11 a. m. to
2 p.m.
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating I
Frederick Township, East District, at the pub
lic house of Samuel H. Huges, Zieglersville, Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. UnderI
Wednesday, August 21, from 8.30 to 4.30 p. m.
GOODS.
Taxes *111 be received at the Count? Treas
urer’s Office, Norristown, from June 1 to Sep
A
FULL
LINE
of
all
grades
of
proper conditions they last for generations.
tember 15, from 8.80 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
8p. m.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompamied with postage for reply and in all
cases location of property, whether in Township
or Borough, must be definitely given.
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style!
• Inquiries relative to taxes received after Sep
tember 10 will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water!
before September 15, 1907, will be given into the
hands or a collector, when 5 per cent, will be
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good|
Carpets,
Mattings,
Oil
Cloths
and
Lin
added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
oleums.
HENRY B. FREED,
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Pa.
material and workmanship.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.,
Picture Frames made to order.
April 1,1907.

THE GOOD VALUES
You Get at This

YOU S H O U L D NOT M IS S .

R

j

$ 7 .5 0

$15

o itz e n k o r n s ,

F IE L D

S E ED

Importance of Uniformity.
The fact that the eastern fruit grow
ers and truck growers are not as well
organized as are the western and more
distant producers is very largely due to
the fact th at they have the advantage
of lower express rates and th at the
merchants will handle their goods in
small consignments. By this method
of small individual shipments the prod
uct upon the market is less uniform in
character both as regards grade and
method and type of package than is the
case when the product is marketed
through the exchange and in carload
lots. In order to handle carload ship
ments successfully vegetables must be
uniform in character and size and the
product well graded. These are ad
vantages which have been learned by
distant shippers and which have in a
great measure been forced upon them
by the necessity of shipping in carload
lots.—Professor L. C. Corbett
The Proper Fungous Remedy.
Bordeaux mixture is the proper fun
gous remedy to use in garden or field,
says Farm Journal. If applied early
and often it controls bean rust, celery
blight, melon and cucumber mildew,
leaf spot on eggplant, onion blight, po
tato and tomato rot and blight etc. By
adding one-quarter pound of parks
green to each fifty gallons of bordeaux
the mixture becomes a combined fun
gicide and insecticide.

‘

----------

That fit the fe et

Ready-Mixed Paint -

TheN.E.Benjamin Co.

them at 50 cents a bushel and deliv
ered right from field. I did no shipping
last year. I have never had any trou
ble with diseases or insects. I keep the
ground perfectly clean and never al
low any accumulations to harbor insecl
pests, writes an Ohio man in American
Agriculturist.
After harvesting our crop we fre
quently leave the onions in the field
ten days in the crates if the weather
is favorable and then put them in the
open curing sheds.

Store.

CLOVER SEED

Plow Castings
Garden Tools

YELLOW OLOBE DANVERS ONIONS.

and *

Wearing Qualities
at Low Prices.

N o. 2 0 5 Bridge St.,

IMPORTANT : W e Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.

- FURNITURE -

W E I T Z E K TFTn'R.'Nr’S

Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.

141 High

I

“ I t ’s J u s t L i k e T h is !”

The Collepie Furniture Store
Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

M ake y o u r
W ill N O W

Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

til

“ It’s Just Like This!”

“ It’s Just Like This!”

“ It’s Just Like This!”

When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send!
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we P®1
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

OEO. F. CLAMER,

Strawberry Plants.
I t is poor policy to let strawberry
1- 1 2 .
plants ramble away at will year after
The
first
obligation
resting
upon
the
in
year, gradually getting weaker and
producing smaller fruit, says Garden dividual who is possessed ol property is to
C O L L E G E V IL L E
ing. Even if new beds are not made make a will. The time to do this is when
much may be done by removing use the faculties are unimpaired.
M F U R N IS H IN G ^1
less crowding runners and at least
No charge is made for consultations,
keeping the soil free of rotting weeds.
and the officers are always pleased to re
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
Cutting Asparagus.
ceive and answer letters of inquiry.
Cuttings from the mature asparagus
Orders entrnsted to my charge will receive
bed should be made regularly and
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
the
most careful and painstaking attention.
thoroughly, being always careful not
to injure the crowns of the plants with
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
the knife. Keep weeds out. Beds set
anteed. Estimates furnished.
this spring or last fall should not be
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
cut at all this season. Let the planta
grow unmolested.—Farm Journal.
’P hon * No. 18.
M a in St. C ollegeville.
DeKalh and Main S ts.

Undertaker ■ Embalmer

florristown Trust Co.

John L. Bechtel,

Marble and Granite Works,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA>

